INT. - CNN - BEHIND THE SCENES LIVE STUDIO - NIGHT

NEWS ANCHOR MAN
(ready to go live)

PRODUCER (O.S.)
Ready on three, two,

Producer goes silent for one, counting down with his fingers.

NEWS ANCHOR MAN
(reports the news)

Speaking into the camera reporting how soldiers continue dieing in Iraq & Afghanistan fighting terror. Democrats want to stop funding the war. Capital Hill in shambles over election year in race for Presidency. Political arena drama, controversy - Iraq war.

EXT. - TRUCKS ON DIRT ROAD - BORDER OF TAJIKISTAN & AFGHANISTAN - DAY

NEWS ANCHOR MAN (O.S.) (CONT’D)
(still reporting)

Hot sun blazing dusty mountain terrain, three Americans smuggle weapons and ammunition to a WARLORD in exchange for heroin and opium, being led by a guide.

INT. - INSIDE FIRST TRUCK - DAY

HANIF
(nervous, scared straight)
We are ten minutes away now. If we get captured by the Taliban, they will most definitely kill us.

Riding middle seat. Turning his head left and right looking at DOOLEY and CORMACK. Speaking with an Arabic accent.

DOOLEY
(pissed, frustrated)
Will you tell this fucking idiot to shut the hell up before I kill him, he’s making me nervous!

Looking ahead and then looking across to Cormack from passenger side seat, then ahead again. Grabbing his gun, loading a clip, and cocking it as if he where to be getting ready to shoot Hanif, but actually getting ready for the worst.

(CONTINUED)
CORMACK
Hanif, you just do what your getting paid to do, and when we get their, you let us handle the WARLORD, alright?

While Cormack is driving looking at Hanif. Hanif is agreeing nodding his head without answering verbally.

CORMACK (CONT’D)
Answer me! Do you understand what I’m saying?

Looking at Hanif with authority, and then looking ahead while driving.

HANIF
YES, yes, OK I understand!

Hesitates for a moment.

HANIF (CONT’D)
What’s your plan?

Hanif looks at DOOLEY as he answers his question.

DOOLEY
Uh, let’s see Hanif. We’re gonna meet the Warlord and say "sorry that we had to meet on such a hot fucking day, but we have your weapons, can we please have our drugs now?" Listen, don’t worry about it man, you’ll be alright! Besides we know how to...

Dooley stops talking as Cormack notices several Afghans walking along the dirt road with camels up ahead. And then looking in the rear view mirror noticing JOHN is still following closely.

CORMACK
Look, look, look, look! Check it out, I see some people up ahead! Get ready, I think this is it!

EXT. - REAR VIEW MIRROR - TRUCK - DAY

Truck with JOHN driving.
EXT. - DIRT ROAD - DAY
Afghans traveling towards the trucks with camels.

INT. - INSIDE FIRST TRUCK - DAY

DOOLEY
This looks real bad men!

Dooley packs his handgun in his belt and grabs his rifle quickly. Cormack continues to drive cautiously while Hanif starts praying in Arabic.

HANIF
(praying)

CORMACK
Keep your eyes open!

EXT. - DIRT ROAD - DAY
As the trucks pass the first Afghani, they get ambushed. The Afghans pull their AK-47s from under their long desert coats pulling back their hoods screaming in Arabic to get out of the trucks. They capture all of them in a very aggressive manner pushing them around while checking them for more weapons. Making them put their hands over the heads.

AFGHANIS
(speaking Arabic)
Stop! Get out, right now! Ext...

EXT. - BEHIND THE TRUCKS - DAY

WARLORD
Weapons!... Who is in charge here?

Questioning in a demeaning fashion while he checks the back of the truck by pulling the flap open. Feeling his long black beard waiting for an answer he observes and stairs them all down.

CORMACK
I am! Are you the man that we are delivering these weapons too?

WARLORD
Why do you ask?
CORMACK
Well,... I ask because if you’re not the man we need to meet for this transaction, then you have a serious problem on your hands!

WARLORD
(amazed)
Tell me more.

Turning and looking towards the ground, portraying his anxiety for a response.

DOOLEY
Let me explain.

Putting down his hands and noticing the whole situation and the Afghans pointing their weapons at them.

DOOLEY (CONT’D)
If you are not the man we need to meet and anything does happen to us or these weapons, our contact will come looking for us, realizing that something went wrong! And that’s where you’ll have a problem!

WARLORD
(screaming mad)
I can take my chances and kill you now!

Having one of his men hit him behind the knees making him drop to the floor and grabbing him while he puts a gun to his head.

DOOLEY
Yes, you can kill us right now. But understand one thing, we’re very well respected in this business and it is my suggestion to you, that you let us go right now!

On his knees and in pain, raising his voice louder to get his message across that much clearer.

WARLORD
(laughing)
I’m Ra shad, these weapons are for me! Welcome to my land!

(CONTINUED)
Ra shad orders his men to back off pulling back his gun. Hanif drops to the floor thanking Allah. Everybody is laughing as it was a text book move by the Warlord to fool them.

DOOLEY
Didn’t I tell you Hanif everything was going to be alright?.. And get up your embarrassing me! Cormack, I don’t like this guy, something about him!

While getting up.

WARLORD
Let’s go to my home. Their you will eat and have some wine. We can talk politics and future business!

JOHN
(sarcastically relieved)
Yeah, that sounds great! Let’s go.

EXT. - DIRT ROAD - DAY

They all agree and go to Ra shad’s home. Getting on their camels and in the trucks they all leave.

INT. - BAR - SOUTH BEACH - NIGHT

MICHAEL JUSTICE sits waiting on his dinner to be served having a drink. Glazes around and notices a beautiful women (KELLY) while rotating his marriage ring. Michael and the estrange woman make eye contact, insinuating attraction as they both smile at each other. His character portrays sadness.

EXT. - SAIL BOAT - MEMORY - MICHAEL’S MIND - DAY

A TRAVELING SHOT OVER THE OCEAN WATER TO THEN FOCUS ON THE SAIL BOAT WITH MICHAEL AND HIS WIFE (SAMANTHA).

Sailing away with his wife in the Florida Keys with clear blue skies and sparkling water takes the audience into Michael’s mind. As they toast and then kiss passionately in love with fruits and wine by their side on the deck of the sail boat, the audience wonders (Is she alive, dead?). Then laughing along together fades the memory away from the audience leaving them to wonder.
INT. - BAR - SOUTH BEACH - NIGHT

Michael notices the flirtatious attempt from the women sitting at the end of the bar that wants his undivided attention. Gestures continue back and forth between the two followed by smiles.

EXT. - WHITE HOUSE - ONE YEAR LATER - DAY

Scene of the white house from Pennsylvania avenue.

EXT. - NEW YORK CITY - DAY

Manhattan skyline and focusing on the empty ground zero.

EXT. - MIAMI AIRPORT - DAY

Private jet landing.

EXT. - MIAMI AIRPORT - DAY

Mr. Ming is getting off a private jet with his staff. Walking onto a red carpet and then jumping in a black limousine.

EXT. - MIAMI AIRPORT - DAY

Limo driving off.

EXT. - MIAMI SKYLINE - DAY

Downtown Miami.

INT. - CAR - DAY

Michael driving his Austin Martin very fast with a cigarette in his mouth. Shifting gears and swerving lanes while a cruise ship smokes leaving port in the back ground. Dressed in a suit.
EXT. - MIAMI BEACH - DAY

Three sexy girls walking on the sand checking out some sexy guys playing football in the beach.

EXT. - EVERGLADES - DAY

Alligator having a lunch with a Bass fish in the swamp.

INT. - CAR - DAY

Front shot of Michael driving, jamming, and singing.

INT. - CONDO - DAY

Kelly wakes up and finds three sets of roses and a black dress in box with a note saying "Dinner tonight at Ruth Chris’s Steak House 7:00 P.M."

She prances off to the shower happy with a smile on her face.

INT. - CAR - DAY

MICHAEL
Hello.

Answering his phone as he is speeding.

INT. - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

JIMMY
Your running late aren’t you?

At the office setting up the conference room for a presentation.

INT. - CAR - DAY

MICHAEL
I’m glad you called Jimmy! Yes, I am running late. But I think I can make it on time. Listen, is everything good to go?
INT. - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

JIMMY
Absolutely, all you have to do is walk in, greet, and give the presentation!

JIMMY (CONT’D)
Bring some ice water and set it over their.

Saying this to a young lady in the conference room that is helping him out set up while Michael is speaking to him on the phone.

INT. - CAR - DAY

MICHAEL
Fantastic! Jimmy I need you to book me a couple of flights to Beijing China, can you do that for me?

INT. - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

JIMMY
Yes of course!

INT. - CAR - DAY

MICHAEL
Alright I’ll see you in a few.

INT. - CONDO - DAY

Kelly is getting dressed in a sexy fashion. Putting on make up, lip stick and what not.

EXT. - DRIVE WAY - OFFICE BUILDING - DAY

MICHAEL
Keep it up front for me.

Tossing the keys to the valet driver as he gets out of the car.
INT. - LOBBY - DAY

JIMMY
Here’s what we got. Ming’s assistant called, they’re fifteen minutes away.

Jimmy trails Michael towards the elevator while Michael is walking fast.

MICHAEL
Good.

Jimmy pushes the elevator button.

JIMMY
Also, you have a message from the state, I imagine they’re calling because we’re up for an audit!

Stepping into the elevator.

MICHAEL
Make sure that everything is in order and have MELONY deal with them. I’ll probably be in China.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
By the way, your taking a week off from the office. I need you at my condo while I’m over there.

JIMMY
Got it! ...Any word?

MICHAEL
That is exactly what I’m going to check right now, once I get to the office. Anything in today’s paper?

Fixing his tie while looking in the mirror walls of the elevator.

JIMMY
Nothing, no news yet.

INT. - OFFICE - DAY

Key Biscayne Bay in the background. Michael is at his desk logging into a special private server that Jimmy hooked up.

Michael turns on his computer.

(CONTINUED)
Screen pops up. It says: OPERATION "GO GET EM".
Login code: myobjective
Pass code: vengeance4love
Now logged in.
Message in box: Alerts blinking!
Michael drags his icon then chicks on the message.
Reads: Intel, new terrorist training site. New shipment request! Russian contact ready!
Michael replies: Flying out in three days! Operation, move forward, observe and report. Hold on shipment! GOOD LUCK!
Logs off and closes his computer. Picks up the phone and calls his Russian friend - strip club owner.

MICHAEL
Boris, I had Jimmy buys us tickets out to Beijing.

Turning around on his chair to face the Bay over looking his office. Speaking loud since Boris is in his club - load music.

INT. - STRIP CLUB - DAY

BORIS
(Laughing, Russian accent)
Michael my comrade, where are you? When are you going to have some fun? You should come by the club, I have some new girls, Russia’s finest!

Sitting in his club with three hot Russian strippers sniffing cocaine and drinking while getting lap dances to some loud trans music.

INT. - OFFICE - DAY

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
(laughing)
After our trip to China I promise to come by and party a little with you. Listen, we leave in three days!
INT. - STRIP CLUB - DAY

BORIS
That’s fine by me Michael. I’m very proud of you! You have the Heart of a Russian and yet the brain of an American pig.

Laughing and leaning his head backwards while the girls are rubbing him down. Michael laughs as well (filtered).

INT. - OFFICE - DAY

MICHAEL
I might be an American pig, but your a Russian Vodka drinking scumbag,.. asshole! I’m sending our friend Mr. Ming over to you. Show him a good time, on me.. He’s in town today.

INT. - STRIP CLUB - DAY

BORIS
Just send him over, I’ll take the bill, how dare you insult me like that? And yes my friend, that I am, you forgot to mention that I’m also a sexual maniac as well!

As one of the girls goes down on him while laughing at Michael and hanging up the phone.

INT. - OFFICE - DAY

Michael laughs and nods his head.

SPEAKER PHONE (FILTERED)
Mr. Justice your appointment is hear.

MICHAEL
Thank you!
INT. - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

MR. MING
(happy)
Michael, how are you? It’s been such a long time.

MICHAEL
It’s good to see you too Mr. Ming. How was your flight?

MR. MING
It couldn’t have been better. So tell me, how are we looking over here with our project?

MICHAEL
Well,.. here, let me first start buy saying that I’m glad we’re partners in this. You have no idea how many people have approached me for this deal! Why don’t we take our seats so you can view the video. You can see for yourself what it is exactly we want to accomplish here.

MR. MING
Fantastic!

MICHAEL
Dim the lights please.

Michael and his staff and Mr. Ming and his staff sit down to watch the video around the conference table.

INT. - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

A brief look at the video presentation offering the deal.

The video finishes and Mr. Ming and his people are very impressed by complementing through gestures to one another.

MICHAEL
Done deal Mr. Ming?

MR. MING
Yes!.. Yes!.Yes! Absolutely, where do I sign?

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Jimmy, may you provide Mr. Ming with the package deal please?

JIMMY
Mr. Ming, one signature right here and it’s a done deal.

He signs while looking at Michael considering this to be done and moving forward.

MICHAEL
If everyone can please excuse me so that I can speak with Mr. Ming!

Jimmy sees everyone out the conference room and shuts the door.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Mr. Ming it is truly an honor for me to be working with you.

MR. MING
My father told me once that the honor of a man is in his respect and dignity. It is my great pleasure as well.

MICHAEL
Boris has a surprise for you this evening. I will send a limo to pick you up at the hotel where you will be staying. I have everything taken care of for you!

MR. MING
Boris, how’s he doing?

MICHAEL
He’s doing well. We’ll be following you to Beijing in three days to hold a meeting, but right now is not the time, we’ll talk about that then.

MR. MING
Your very intelligent Michael, prosperity guides your future to be a man of honor!

MICHAEL
Thank you very much for your blessing. Jimmy will walk you out,

(MORE)
MICHAELEL (cont’d)
I need to attend other business.
Oh, and have fun tonight!

MR. MING
I will see you in Beijing?

MICHAELEL
Absolutely!

They were sitting down calmly talking to each other and
then they walked out.

INT. - STRIP CLUB - NIGHT
Boris and Mr. Ming having fun at the club getting lap dances
with a bunch of girls. Mr. Ming is having a great time.

INT. - DINNER - NIGHT
Sitting at a candle light dinner.

KELLY
Excuse me. May, I have some more
wine please?

WAITER
Certainly.

MICHAELEL
I see you went out today and got
your nails done. I like the French,
it’s sexy.

KELLY
Well, you know, I have to look for
you. Michael, I have a surprise.

MICHAELEL
Really?.. What is it?

KELLY
Two tickets to Alaska! I rented a
log cabin for the weekend.

She says this very excited and happy but notices that he has
an upset look on his face.

KELLY (CONT’D)
What is it?

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
I should have told you earlier. I’m going to Beijing in three days for a week or so!.. I’m sorry honey.

Touching her hands over the table.

KELLY
It’s OK I guess, I understand. I should have asked you before hand.

MICHAEL
I’ll make it up to you! Hay, look at the bright side, we’re deeply in love, young, and we can go when ever we want.

KELLY
Why don’t we eat our dinner, buy a bottle of champagne and walk on the beach!

This touches Michael’s heart, as he sees her attempt to ignore the fact that she is disappointed.

MICHAEL
That sounds great!... Your the best! I adore you!

Dinner arrives and they start to eat. Looking at each other quietly enjoying time well spent by laughing and feeding each other across the table.

EXT. - BEACH - NIGHT

Walking on the beach with two glasses and a bottle. Michael’s pants rolled up they hold hands as Kelly leans on him.

MICHAEL
I’m stuffed, did you have a good time tonight?

KELLY
I’ll tell you tomorrow, the nights not over yet.

KELLY (CONT’D)
Do you ever think about marriage?

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: (2)

MICHAIL
Marriage with you? Honestly, it crosses my mind everyday I wake up.

KELLY
Michael, I want to have a family with you some day.

MICHAIL
We will, but it isn’t the right time.

They sit down on the sand looking at the cloudy sky. As a hurricane approaches the coast that is expected to hit tonight. Lightening strikes off the shore. Sound of the crashing waves.

MICHAIL (CONT’D)
I need you to be patient with me, and I want you to know that I know how much you love me. Your a sweetheart and your mine!

Grabbing her while sitting down and rolling her on the sand kissing her. They laugh. Then it starts to rain very hard. They get up and run laughing and she starts screaming of excitement.

EXT. - AFGHANISTAN & PAKISTAN BOARDER - DAY

The guys are on a mountain top observing a terrorist training camp.

DOOLEY
About 50 terrorist, with rifles, heavily armed, three trucks, seven cars, shooting range, five tents, it looks like they have caves dug in the north end of the camp. About five or so. Security observers to the north and south entrances to the canyon. Weapons pile storage under the camouflage tent.

Saying this whispering to Cormack and John while looking through binoculars. Cormack takes notes while John takes pictures of everything with a high profile lens.

JOHN
Their are two guards outside one of the caves.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: (2)

CORMACK
Alright, let’s get the fuck out of here.

They crawl and leave under disguise dressed as Afghans traveling on camels.

Scenes of the terrorist camp through the binoculars and camera are thrown in on this scene.

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

Thunderstorms rage pounding as the hurricane is expected to hit South Florida. They observe the theatrical lightning thunderstorm approaching through his condo’s wide view of the Atlantic Ocean. Dark, candle light, cuddled up scary romantic evening.

KELLY
Wow! Did you see that one, it hit right over their.

Pointing towards the ocean below.

MICHAEL
How could I miss that one, it only shook the hell out me honey.

KELLY
I know, me too!

Reaching over and grabbing the glass of wine and taking a sip. Thunder strikes again while she’s taking the sip. Almost dropping the glass as the walls rumbled from the impact. Cat rushes on top of them scared, MEOW.

KELLY (CONT’D)
Come here you pour little thing.

Comforting the cat by petting it.

MICHAEL
Baby, will you do me a favor?

KELLY
Anything for you my love.

As she diverts her attention to kissing him thinking he’s wanting to make love. Then she pulls back from the kiss to hear him speak.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
(smiling)
The candle is about to go out..and
I thought maybe you wouldn’t mind
grabbing another one, for this
romantic evening together.

Smiling as he knew she was expecting that he’d say he wanted
to make love.

KELLY
(laughing)
I know your not playing with my
emotions and desires mister.

She smacks him in a sexy fashion on his thigh and runs to
get the candle. She wants to make it back before the next
lighting strikes. Michael stairs at the storm while petting
the cat.

KELLY (CONT’D)
I’ll be right back, let me go get
it!

Lighting strikes again.

KELLY (O.S.)
(frightened)
Screams!

Drops the glass candle shattering on the floor from the
scare.

MICHAEL
(yelling)
Are you OK honey?

No answer, he looks and sees her coming back empty handed.
She is determined to continue where she left off earlier,
walking towards Michael. She mounts him and puts her hands
on his chest.

KELLY
(hot and ready)
Do you really need a candle? Are
you afraid of what I may do to you?
Huh?

As she feels him down and grinding herself since she’s on
top, looking him in the eyes getting him hot.
MICHAEL
Maybe, I am afraid of you. Maybe, just maybe...

Lighting strikes again, stopping him from finishing what he had to say! She throws herself chest to chest with her lover from the impact of the strike, getting closer and whispering in his ear.

KELLY
You where saying?

By now they are both feeling each other down and kissing. Michael stops kissing for a moment.

Taking his long sleeve t-shirt off of her, revealing her breasts. He decides that the cat has to go, so he kicks him off the coach. Cat leaves running, meowing. They make love all night long. This is a very sexual scene with lighting striking, lighting up the room. Shadow of their bodies reflect of the walls from the bright lighting.

EXT. - BEIJING AIRPORT - DAY
Air plain landing with Michael and Boris.

INT. - BEIJING AIRPORT - DAY
Catching a cab at the airport.

BORIS
Hear, let’s jump in this one!

Opening the door of the cab.

MICHAEL
Wait a second! Ask him if he speaks English.

BORIS
Hey,.. do you speak English?

The cab driver doesn’t understand and takes off. Boris laughs at the situation.

MICHAEL
I knew it! You gotta be careful out here man. You can get lost pretty fuckin fast if your not careful.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL (CONT’D)

Let me handle this, I’ll show you how it’s done.

Michael looks around to the traffic in the terminal and sees a young China man dropping off an American. Taking a tip and saying thank you in English to the lady as she tips him.

CAB DRIVER

Thank you very much, have a safe trip back.

Handing the lady her bags.

Michael walks to the Cab Driver.

MICHAEL

I need a good driver!

CAB DRIVER

Where you going?

MICHAEL

Lantian, Mr. Ming’s estate. Do you know where that’s at?

CAB DRIVER

Mr. Ming? Oh,! Yes. Yes, Come, please Sr.

The Cab Driver knows Mr. Ming and knows that this will be a great tip.

MICHAEL

C’mon, let’s go Boris!

Michael and Boris get in the cab as the Driver puts everything in the trunk. They take off.

INT. - CAB - DAY

Now traveling through the city..

BORIS

Wow! This country is really fascinating, it’s a whole other world. Every time I come with you, I really understand more and more about our friends.

Looking at the city and the people while traveling.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
You just have to be very polite and respectful to their culture. The Chinese people are very intuitive and sensitive about their history. If your kind to them, they’ll love you and understand that we’re good people despite politics between our countries.

BORIS
I’m really starting to see that now. What’s on our schedule for the day?

MICHAEL
First, I need to see Mr. Ming, he will probably want us to stay the night. Then I need to get online and let the guys know we’re hear... He has a daughter that is just a doll that likes me and he knows it. He tries to get me to talk to her cause I think he wants me to take her out or something, but I can’t do that to Kelly. Kelly and I have history together, you know?

BORIS
If he wants you to date his daughter, I think you should.

MICHAEL
What fuckin good are you man? Here I am telling you about my love for Kelly, and your telling me I should bang my business partner’s daughter! I’m sorry, I forget that your a pimp.

BORIS
You really mean to tell me that you can’t screw another women? You have problems!

MICHAEL
I have problems? Your an idiot! Of course I would screw another women, but not May Lin. I can’t hurt that girl’s heart, besides, she’s only 21 years old.

(CONTINUED)
BORIS
Well,.. everyone has their own thoughts! Are you ready to meet my little brother? Your gonna get along with him real good.

MICHAEL
Yeah! Cormack tells me he is cool and that he has a crazy attitude about doing business.

BORIS
So Cormack and him get along?

Both of them laughing.

MICHAEL
Yeah man, he brings the guys a case of Vodka every time they meet up.

BORIS
No shit? He never tells the details, that little mother fucker!

MICHAEL
We’re here. Be cool with his daughter and try not to check her out, OK?

BORIS
Your kidding right?

MICHAEL
No, I’m not kidding! Let’s go!

The cab driver pulls up to Mr. Ming’s and they get out. They tip the cab driver.

EXT. - FRONT DOOR - DAY

They ring the door bell.

INT. - MR. MING’S HOUSE - DAY

MR. MING
Come in please! Welcome to my home. How was your trip? You remember my daughter May Lin?

Michael and Boris take off their shoes and greet them while the house man takes their luggage. May Lin is dressed beautifully waiting and anticipating Michael.
BORIS
This house is huge Mr. Ming! How are you?

MICHAEL
May Lin, hello!

May Lin bows to Michael and smiles while very well pleased to see him. Mr. Ming notices his daughter’s joy and smiles at Michael and answering to Boris.

MR. MING
Thank you Boris, come, let me show you my garden.

MICHAEL
I’ll need my lab top from my luggage so I can contact the guys Mr. Ming.

MR. MING
(speaking Chinese)
Hurry! His computer May Lin!

May Lin walks fast to her father’s request and to be at service to Michael.

EXT. - OUTSIDE GARDEN - DAY

Red, purple, yellow flowers, green trees, and ponds full of big gold fish and floating paper boat models fills this scene with the Chinese culture. A wooden walk way through the garden takes them to a Chinese hut in the center of the garden where they sit down on pillows on the floor.

BORIS
You live the life Mr. Ming. Do you know how many girls I can fill this place up with? We can have a party like the one we had last week.

Boris says this in a joking manner as they are alone and no one is around to hear. They all laugh.

MR. MING
I would love to do that, but I have my daughter which is much like what her mother was like!

Saying this as his wife has passed on.

They sit down.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Information has come in that my men are having trouble at the border. Mr. Ming, I would like it if you attend the meeting.

MR. MING
I’m aware of this problem! One of my operatives informed me of this. The problem is that the Chinese government enforced security with Tajikistan and Afghanistan last month to weed out terrorist from coming into the country. As you know the West side of China is mostly border to Muslim countries. This is a situation that has faded away, no need to worry Michael.

MICHAEL
We need to re-organize our operations to minimize risk.

MR. MING
What do you suggest we do?

MICHAEL
We can...

Stops talking as he sees May Lin approaching with his computer as she understands English.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Thank you May Lin.

May Lin bows to her heart’s love, turns around and leaves. Michael sets up his lap top as it has satellite connection.

MICHAEL (CONT’D) (cont’d)
As I was saying. What I have in mind is fairly simple and smart actually! My guys can deliver the weapons into Afghanistan, because the Chinese Border Security do not check out going vehicles. And your men can pick up the shipments of the drugs one mile outside the border before entering China. This works out because your organization has more influence than we do, plus we take all the risk providing security, avoiding an attack from the Taliban or terrorist. You see, (MORE)
MICHAEL (CONT’D) (cont’d)  
we have built a solid relationship  
with the Warlord and we’re well  
informed of what routes to take.

MR. MING  
I think it’s a very good idea, but  
can you insure security up to the  
boader?

MICHAEL  
We can, but we take the risk of the  
Chinese government noticing an  
affiliation as they have high  
security measures being  
implemented. I’m afraid, once we  
deliver the goods to your men, our  
job is done.

MR. MING  
Please, let’s have some tea, it is  
good for the soul. We have an  
understanding Michael. The demand  
from my connection in Europe is  
requesting bigger amounts! I’m  
afraid I have no choice but to  
agree. I understand the situation  
very well, and you’re right. Drink!

Toasting to the cup of tea honoring the trust and  
relationship.

BORIS  
This is good stuff Mr. Ming!  
Michael, what is the plan with the  
weapons!

MICHAEL  
With YURI we are not changing  
anything. We’ll continue to buy the  
weapons on the boarder of China and  
Altay. Altay is safe for us and  
security between the Chinese and  
Russians is not as high! We’ll pick  
up the weapons and travel them  
through China to Afghanistan. This  
is the only way I will continue  
doing business, we have to much to  
risk! Besides, the Warlord gives me  
more than what the weapons are  
worth only because we’re the only  
one in the region providing them  
weapons. The US Military still has  
(MORE)
MICHAEL (cont’d)
a lot of influence in Afghanistan. Which works out for you Mr. Ming because we don’t care for the drugs, you keep the difference. We make our money with the Warlord when we deliver the weapons.

MR. MING
So are we all set for the meeting?

MICHAEL
Not yet. We’ll be meeting at the safe house. We’ll need to leave early in the morning. Boris, I need you to call your brother and have him attend the meeting. He’ll need to travel all day, but let him know that I want to meet him in person, he’ll come! Mr. Ming, can you provide transportation?

MR. MING
Yes, I’ve already set this up for us.

Screen pops up: Operation "GO GET EM"

MICHAEL looks up at Boris and Mr. Ming while logging in.

As they toast to another cup of tea Mr. Ming pored.

Michael types away.

Meeting at 7:00 P.M. two days from today, tell Ra shad that he needs to attend. Safe house.

Michael closes his computer.

MICHAEL
All set!

All three of them smile as Michael is the master mind and head of the whole operation.

INT. - SAFE HOUSE - TWO DAYS LATER - NIGHT

Michael, Boris, Ra shad, Yuri, Mr. Ming, Cormack, John, and Dooley are all at the safe house inside China. They have computers out and maps of the whole region. Operations on the smuggling of the weapons and drugs, but not any information of the terrorist activity.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
We’ve come a long way! Our operation has been a success till now. The reason I called for this meeting is to inform all of you about my plans for our future. Being that the World Economy is doing well right now, we can not forget that politics and governments influence our business in the black market. If war continues against the terrorist and Al-Qaeda, I’m afraid that China, Russia, and Afghanistan and the U.S. will boost security at boarders jeopardizing our operation to prosper. Being that we need to play by ear. I’ve made the decision that Cormack, John, & Dooley will no longer have to deliver the opium into China. Mr. Ming’s men will pick up the shipment one mile from the boarder before entering China from this point forward. Furthermore, our operations to transport weapons to Rashad doesn’t change. Rashad needs his weapons as Mr. Ming needs his drugs.
The US is continuing for the search of Usama Bin Ladin and fighting the Taliban. We all know that Usama is between Pakistan and Afghanistan hiding,.. and at war with the US in Iraq! We can not let this effect our operation, we’re not interested in the political arena nor the war against terror. We’re international drug smugglers and weapons dealers providing supply for demand. Keeping an eye out on boarder security, militias, terrorist, and governments patrolling the regions, we’ll report to Cormack. Working together providing security and any information that may cause any problems. We’ll move around their skirmishes and patrols, so new routes for transportations will be taking affect. Three shipments a month for the next six months is our goal for right now.
(MORE)
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MICHAEL (cont’d)
Any questions?

RA SHAD
I will take care of Afghanistan and inform Cormack.

MICHAEL
Good Ra shad, your loyalty is not in question here! We know that you will help.

MR. MING
I agree with Michael, we need to be very careful on the boarders.

YURI
As long as you continue buying weapons from me to give to Ra shad to fight! I have no problem!

MICHAEL
(laughing)
Yuri, you really don’t surprise me, your just like your brother!

CORMACK
From everything that has been said here,. We have to realize that Ra shad is at most risk, he’s our eyes and ears now. Ra shad, we’re trusting in you! Our lives are in your hands!

RA SHAD
I am a black sheep with no herder! You need not to worry!

MICHAEL
Good, everyone agrees!

MR. MING
Very well, I will be leaving now!

Mr. Ming walks out and everyone stays normal for the moment.

JOHN
OK,. now that he’s gone, can you really fill us in?

RA SHAD
Yes, please! Fill me in! What is happening here?
Standing firm, lost and confused on what’s being said! Having no idea Michael is about to let him in on his secret.

MICHAEL
Ra shad, calm down and have a seat please! Cormack, Johnny, will you show Ra shad what we’re really here for.

Cormack and John pull off a canvas that reveals pictures of terrorist camps, pictures of caves, pictures of weapons and all the intelligence they have acquired.

YURI
Did you know about this?

Referring to his brother Boris.

BORIS
Yes, I knew about this from the beginning, we helped Michael set this up Yuri.

RA SHAD
Are you C.I.A.?

Everyone laughs as Ra shad is very interested now because it’s in his benefit to go along with this.

BORIS
Ra shad, we are not C.I.A. we just want the twenty five million dollars for Usama Bin Ladin’s head! Michael is financing all this, using Mr. Ming to be able to transport weapons in and out of your country to get closer to Usama Bin Ladin. The US is not going to leave Afghanistan until they find him, just like they did not leave Iraq for HUSSAIN.

MICHAEL
We need your help Ra shad! We have put together a plan so that you can continue receiving weapons from Yuri, and another plan to have you continue business with Mr. Ming after we accomplish our mission. It’s in your interest that you help us. The faster we find him, the faster the US will leave your country. The more opium you can produce and sell!

(CONTINUED)
DOOLEY
We know that Bin Ladin is between this training camp here, and this one here.

Pointing to the map on the board.

DOOLEY (cont’d)
Bin Ladin is back and forth between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Mainly hiding in Pakistan. The US can not go into Pakistan because of political reasons between the governments. He’s pinned to a corner in this region here. We will go into Pakistan and kill him. We’re are all ex military including Michael.

Next to the map pointing out what he’s saying.

JOHN
Ra shad, I don’t speak much. But you are a man with honor,. a drug dealer but a man with honor! Will you help us find him.

RA SHAD
How much do I get for me out of the twenty five million?

Everyone screams and laughs as he’s now part of the family.

MICHAEL
It will be split evenly! Deal?

RA SHAD
You have yourself a deal.

MICHAEL
Can we move our safe house to your land Ra shad. It’s to dangerous to keep this intelligence here in China, and we need to be closer to you as well.

RA SHAD
I have a secret cave. My men are going to be very happy to fight along with you!

(CONTINUED)
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YURI
OK, I’m in too! Are we going to the boarder to pick up weapons?

BORIS
Ra shad, are you ready for this? We’re going to bring more weapons than ever now! Straight from Mother Russia! Russia’s people want pay back for the war Russia fought against the Taliban and Bin Ladin years ago! Do you remember that?

RA SHAD
Yes I do! How can I forget that? We can start immediately.

They all shake hands, laugh, a drink beer as a new alliance and trust has been formed.

EXT. - CHINA & RUSSIAN BOARDER - NIGHT

Michael and the men buying weapons from Yuri’s contact. This time it is four full trucks full of weapons. The Russian men are loading the trucks.

YURI
(speaking in Russian)
C’mon, let’s go! Move it! Faster!

YURI’S CONTACT
Who’s that man?

Pointing to Michael.

YURI
Be careful that’s your Boss! He pays all of us you fool! Now help load the dam trucks!

BORIS
Tell Mother Russia revenge is out for our countrymen!

Screaming this to the Russians loading the trucks! The men scream back!

RUSSIAN MEN
Revenge for Mother Russia! Revenge for our country men! Load em up!

The trucks get loaded up while the guys pull security with weapons. Looking out for anyone suspicious.

(CONTINUED)
BORIS
We’re good to go!

MICHAEL
Michael sends an e-mail once Boris gives him a heads up that the weapons are loaded while sitting in the truck.

E-mail reads: Send wire 1.2 Million, same account!

They all leave in the trucks.

INT. - CONDO - DAY

Jimmy is at Michael’s condo. Jimmy is looking at a movie eating pizza when an alert on one of the screens pops up. Jimmy has set up a headquarters with five computer screens to receive intelligence information from the men.

JIMMY
OK, my Russian friends! 1.2 million on the way!... Done!...Man I’m good!

Jimmy reads the e-mail and immediately sends the wire. We see all this in scenes and cuts.

INT. - RACHEL’S HOUSE - NIGHT

RACHEL
So what does it say?

KELLY
(nervous and excited)
We have to give it a minute girl. I hope, oh my God..I don’t know what to think! I’ve never been this late before.

RACHEL
Well?

KELLY
It’s positive. I’m pregnant! Oh my God, oh my God, oh my God!

Jumping around excited and screaming.

KELLY (cont’d)
I gotta go to the Doctor and make sure before Michael gets back from China! Oh my God, oh my God!

(CONTINUED)
RACHEL
How do you think he’s gonna react?
Oh my God, your gonna to be getting
married!!

Screaming of excitement and laughing!

KELLY
Like I have the slightest idea, I
don’t know how he’s gonna react! He
did tell me the other day he wants
to have kids and marry me someday!

RACHEL
That’s good right?

KELLY
Of course it’s good! It’s
fantastic! Oh my God, I’m going to
have a frickin wedding!... I need
your help.

RACHEL
With what?

KELLY
With what? What do you mean with
what? Picking out my dress,
choosing the colors of my brides
maids dresses, the photographer,
let’s go, we gotta plan my wedding!
My whole world just changed for the
better! I’m sooo EXCITED!

RACHEL
What do you want, a little baby
girl or a little baby boy?

KELLY
A girl of course, hello!

KELLY (CONT’D)
I have to think of how I’m gonna
tell Michael. It has to be special.

RACHEL
Cook him dinner and then break the
news. No, No, scratch that. Have
him take you shopping for baby
cloths and he’ll get the hint!

Laughing and excited.

(CONTINUED)
KELLY
I’m not doing anything until he gets back! I’ll just go to the doctor’s office tomorrow. I’m so happy!

RACHEL
(laughing)
You should have a wedding like the one in the movie of "American Pie" or "My Big Fat Greek Wedding" and totally act like Reese Witherspoon in "Legally Blonde".

KELLY
(cracking up)
I’ll defiantely get two "Thumbs Up" for that!

KELLY (CONT’D)
Hollywood.. look out!

INT. - DOCTOR’S OFFICE - DAY

DOCTOR
Kelly, you can get dressed now. I have your results.

Reviewing his clip board with her results.

KELLY
So what is it Doctor?

DOCTOR
Your blood work came back and it seems everything is normal. Are you ready to have a baby?

KELLY
Really! I’m pregnant?

DOCTOR
Yes you are! Unless of course these lab results are wrong, which is highly unlikely. I’m going to need for you to come back for a monogram in a month. You can see the front desk for your appointment. Congratulations!

(CONTINUED)
KELLY
Thank you doctor!

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

Jimmy is checking the pictures of the terrorist camp on the computer for any details that may help them out.

EXT. - SAFE HOUSE - DAY

Michael and the men are packing everything to move their safe house to Rashad’s land. They’re hiding all their computers and intelligence materials in plastic and then in barrels of rice.

CORMACK
Let’s make sure that everything is packed and nothing is left behind.

DOOLEY
How much time do we have?

MICHAEL
We’re going to wait until it starts raining, we’re in monsoon season, so we’ll let the weather help us.

JOHN
Michael, we need to move weather it rains or not. We do have four trucks parked outside and these Chinese people like to snoop around.

MICHAEL
Alright, let’s finish loading so you men can move out!

INT. - INFORMANT REPORTING AMERICANS - NIGHT

An informant runs to the terrorist camp to tell them that there are Americans in the region coming in and out of Afghanistan.

INFORMANT
(speaking in Arabic)
I have news! Americans are transporting trucks back and forth from China.

(CONTINUED)
TERRORIST
What are they transporting?

INFORMANT
Weapons and opium! I don’t think they are with the US government.

TERRORIST
Where’re they coming in?

INFORMANT
Badakhshan boarder, they travel on the mountain top to cross the boarder.

The terrorist thinks for a moment and then grabs his AK47. 

The guard is instructed to send word.

TERRORIST
Send word, Americans selling weapons in Badakhshan. Move!

TERRORIST GUARD
Praise Allah, I will warn the camp to get ready!

Terrorist guard leaves the tent and calls upon a messenger.

TERRORIST GUARD
Go now and report we’re going to attack Americans smuggling weapons into Badakhshan mountains. Go!

Messenger takes off.

EXT. - TERRORIST CAMP - NIGHT

The terrorist scramble to prepare for an attack.

INT. - SAFE HOUSE CHINA - DAY

Michael says good bye to Boris, Cormack, Yuri, Dooley and John wishing them luck. Then Michael takes off in a cab to the Beijing Airport

MICHAEL
I’m gonna jump on the first plain back to Miami. Jimmy is standing by at headquarters. Waiting on word that you guys made it through safely. Good luck guys.

(CONTINUED)
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CORMACK
Don’t worry about us Michael.

The men get in the trucks and Michael gets in a cab and drive off.

INT. - INSIDE AIR PLAIN - NIGHT

Michael is on the plain asking for a drink and reading an article on the fight against terror.

MICHAEL
May I have a Black Label please?

FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Yes you may, I’ll be right back with your drink.

INT. - AB GACH MARKET PLACE - DAY

One of Rashad’s men is buying medicine at a store.

Looking outside the window of the store while paying for the medicine at the register he overhears three men.

The three men are ruffling up a man pushing him around against the store window questioning him.

TERRORIST
(speaking Arabic)
Tell me now! Have you seen Americans traveling from China! I’ll kill you and your family!

Grabbing the man by the neck.

TERRORIST #2
(speaking Arabic)
Tell us now! Do you want to die?

Back slapping the man.

MAN
(speaking Arabic, scared)
No, I have not seen any Americans! Only military Americans!

TERRORIST
(Speaking Arabic, screaming)
You better not be holding back on us! Or we’ll come back and slit your throat!
Hitting the man in stomach with his rifle butt, and then back slapping him again knocking him to the ground.

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

JIMMY
Hello.

INT. - AIRPORT - NIGHT

MICHAEL
I just landed! Send a limo to pick me up.

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

JIMMY
Dude, can’t you be a little more friendly and say what’s up first?

INT. - AIRPORT - NIGHT

MICHAEL
Jimmy, I’m tired as hell man. My bad man, I didn’t mean to be an asshole! We’ll talk when I get over their.

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

JIMMY
Yeah man I understand! Listen, Kelly called about an hour ago, to see if you had landed yet!

MICHAEL (O.S.)
Thanks, I’ll be their soon.

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

Michael walks into his condo.

JIMMY
I’m making a sandwich, you want one?

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Hell yeah! I’m starving.

Michael sits in his living room coach while talking to Jimmy.

MICHAEL (cont’d)
How is everything at the office?

JIMMY
Melony took care of the auditing. Could you believe they took three days for that shit! She was about to quite on your ass. They where driving her crazy! She deserves some time off on a cruise or something for that one!

MICHAEL
That’s a good idea, buy her a couple of tickets. The guys reported yet?

JIMMY
Nope, not yet, why?

MICHAEL
Well, because they should have got their by now! But then again, they had to set up all over again!.. That sandwich done yet or what?

JIMMY
Yeah, come get it!

Jimmy slides a plate with a fat sandwich on the counter of the kitchen and opening two beers.

Michael sits in a stool and eats away.

JIMMY (CONT’D)
You better call Kelly!

MICHAEL
Fuck! I forgot, where’s the portable phone?

JIMMY
In the office by the computer.

With a mouth full.

Michael goes to the office to find the phone.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
What the fuck is this mess? You need to pick all this shit up
Jimmy! Jesus! I can’t even find the phone!

Searching through a pile of newspapers, empty Chinese cases of food, pizza boxes, ext.

JIMMY (O.S.)
I called Maria this afternoon.
She’s coming over tomorrow morning!

Michael takes a big bite of his sandwich, takes a swig of the beer and grabs the phone and goes back to the living room.

He then puts his beer down then dials Kelly’s number.

MICHAEL
I’m home baby!

KELLY (FILTERED)
I’m coming over!

MICHAEL
Alright bye!

KELLY (FILTERED)
Bye!

Tosses the phone aside on the coach. Then reaches for the remote and turns on CNN.

JIMMY
If that girl loves you half as much as Samantha did, you should consider keeping her!

MICHAEL
They’re so much alike, that’s what attracted me to her. I’m just not ready, especially with all this shit we got going on.

JIMMY
Tell me about it, do you really think we’ll get him Michael?

Walks and sits down with Michael to watch the political bullshit drama on the TV.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
That son of bitch is gonna pay!
George Bush can’t find his head out of his ass, and the government is caught up in this stupid war in Iraq. You know I don’t know what Bush is thinking! Instead of being in Afghanistan and Pakistan with all of our troops, he’s engage in the middle of a civil war having our guys die in Iraq. Look at that, three more attacks again today!

Looking at the news.

JIMMY
The Bush family is over their because of oil man, everyone knows that shit! You see it all over the news. You wanna know what really bothers me?

MICHAEL
Tell me.

JIMMY
That they’re so deep into this war with Iraq and worried about Iran with their nuclear development bullshit, that they forgot Bin Ladin actually was the master mind of the attacks on 911. The fuckin Pentagon man and the Twin Towers!

MICHAEL
That’s why we’re doing what we doing! If we wait on our government to bring that motherfucker in, we’ll get bombed again or maybe even attacked by biological weapons or some shit.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
We’re doing the right thing! If all these major billionaire people like Donald Trump, Bill Gates, shit even Opera would pitch in. We can hire and finance killers to go in and search for that son of bitch in Pakistan.

(CONTINUED)
JIMMY
We’re the only ones crazy enough to pull this shit off man, besides, it hasn’t been easy either. You’ve spent about fifteen million on this so far, and nothing! Your right about all these billionaires. they criticize the war and the government but don’t do anything about it.

MICHAEL
I know! Tell me about it. We need to find his ass fast! Media coverage, all about media coverage and ratings! We should get Anderson Cooper to come and give us media coverage. Could you imagine that?

JIMMY
That’s not a bad idea! Except we’re transporting drugs and shit!

MICHAEL
I was only kidding!

The door of the house opens! Michael and Jimmy stop talking when Kelly comes in.

KELLY
Why did you guys all of sudden stop talking when I came in?

MICHAEL
No reason baby! Come here give me a kiss!

Kelly walks to Michael and gives him a big kiss and hug!

KELLY
I missed you so much!

JIMMY
That’s so sweet! I guess I’ll be leaving now so you loves birds can spend some time together.

KELLY
Jimmy, you don’t have to leave!

MICHAEL
Yeah man! Why you leaving? Role a joint!

(CONTINUED)
KELLY
Why are you gonna to smoke right now Michael. You know I don’t like that.

MICHAEL
I just wanna relax a little baby. Role it Jimmy!

Jimmy looks at Kelly and she tells him no by turning her head.

JIMMY
Sorry buddy! Can’t do it.

Then takes his last drink from his beer before leaving.

MICHAEL (laughing)
Take the day off tomorrow Jimmy, I am.

JIMMY
Good night guys!

KELLY
Bye Jimmy.

Jimmy leaves and closes the door behind himself. They’re still laying on the coach talking.

MICHAEL
So how was it for you while I was gone?

KELLY
It was surprising.

MICHAEL
What do you mean?

KELLY
Honey, I really don’t know how you’re gonna react, but I went to the doctor yesterday.

MICHAEL (concerned)
What’s wrong?

KELLY
Sit back,. you ready?

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Yes, c’mon tell me already!

KELLY
(excited)
I’m pregnant baby!

MICHAEL
Your are? Nah, I don’t believe you!
Stop pulling my leg.

Taking this as bad news!

KELLY
I’m serious baby. I’m pregnant!

MICHAEL
This is great news, but you know I wasn’t ready to start a family yet. I have things that I needed out of my life before moving to the next step with you!

KELLY
(screaming mad and now crying)
Michael, you need to forget about Samantha! You need to face reality, that she’s gone and that I love you!

MICHAEL
Stop yelling. Calm down.

KELLY
Don’t you dare tell me to stop yelling Michael! You have guts telling me this, after everything. I understand what you went through with Samantha was hard for you! But I’ve been patient! If you think for one moment that I can go through this pregnancy worried about you still having feelings for Samantha, then your wrong! I can’t Michael, I love you! Can’t you understand that? Don’t you love me?

MICHAEL
Stop crying, and of course I love you! I just wasn’t ready for this Kelly! You knew this all along! I’m being truthful to you. Would you rather have me lie about it!

(CONTINUED)
KELLY
NO Michael! This is wrong of you to tell me this! You would think that you could commit to me by now! I’m leaving, I want to be alone! When you feel that your love for me is unconditional, you call me! Good bye Michael! You upset me!

Getting up and crying hysterically. She walks out!

Michael can’t believe this is happening to him right now! Goes and gets another beer thinking to himself!

INT. - CAMP - TWO DAYS LATER - DAY

The guys finally arrive at Ra shad’s land.

RA SHAD’S GUARD
(yelling)
They’re here, they’re here! Tell Ra shad the Americans have arrived!

From the top of a hill looking into the far distance he notices the four trucks coming to the camp. Everyone goes running to tell Ra shad.

EXT. - CAMP - DAY

The trucks pull up and the guys get out being welcomed buy cheers from Ra shad’s people.

RA SHAD
Worried about you, I sent out two men looking for you!

Hugging Cormack with good gesture.

CORMACK
We appreciate that! I see everyone is excited. We brought everything with us, we’ll need to set up the operation.

RA SHAD
First, I need all of you to come with me right away!

CORMACK
Let’s go guys! Boris, Yuri, don’t worry about the load. They’ll take care of unloading it for us.
They follow Ra shad to his tent.

INT. - INSIDE TENT - DAY

They’re all sitting down and drinking water as it’s very hot.

RA SHAD
Yesterday one of my men went into the town of Ab Gach. In the market place he was buying medicine for a wounded man I have that is dieing. He over heard a group of men asking about American travelers coming from China. He tells me they’re not Taliban, they are terrorist.

BORIS
What does this mean?

JOHN
It means that the terrorist must have seen us! Alqueada?

RA SHAD
Yes!

DOOLEY
I’ll set up the remote satellite with the computer to send Michael word.

Acting quickly.

RA SHAD
Go with my son, he will take you to the cave, it is right over the hill, in walking distance.

Dooley leaves with Ra shad’s little son.

CORMACK
Ra shad, this is not good!

JOHN
Wait a minute, this may be to our advantage! They don’t know where we are, that’s why they’re asking around about us. But we do know where they are!
RA SHAD
He is right! And they will not come into my land, so you are safe here.

BORIS
We need to meet up with Mr. Ming’s men as scheduled right?

CORMACK
Absolutely, we just need to be very alert!

RA SHAD
Everything will be ready by tomorrow.

RA SHAD (CONT’D)
You should set up and get some rest for the journey. Food will be cooked, tonight we celebrate!

They all look at each other and agree.

INT. - CAVE -DAY

Dooley is in the cave setting up and the then sends a message!

Message reads: Arrived OK, Alqueada is aware of our operation in the region, they are asking around in towns near by as per WARLORD!

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

Michael is upset about Kelly being pregnant and the whole situation. He is looking at videos of his wedding with his ex-wife crying and drunk out of his mind confused.

Bottle of whiskey by his side.

MICHAEL
What should I do my love? I miss you so much. I love Kelly but I’m not ready for her, or a family! Please talk to me, give a sign or something. Help me.

Crying and talking to his dead ex-wife looking upwards.
EXT. - CAR - NIGHT

Driving to Michael’s house worried.

Jimmy is calling Michael, his phone is off, he only gets his voice mail.

    CELL PHONE (FILTERED)
    You have reached Michael Justice,
    please leave a message.

    JIMMY
    Fuck! God Dammit Michael answer my calls!

Tries again.

    CELL PHONE (FILTERED)
    You have reached Michael Justice,
    please leave a message.

    JIMMY
    (worried)
    Shit!

Jimmy shifts gears in his yellow fast Corvette.

INT. - CAMP TENT - NIGHT

Ra shad cooked the men a big feast. They are celebrating to Arabic music and having girls belly dance for them.

The men are drunk and having a great time with Ra shad. Each one has a women by their side tending to their needs.

INT. - CONDO - DAY

Doorbell rings. Michael gets up and answers the door. By now Michael is not crying just very upset. He turned off the TV so Jimmy doesn’t notice he was looking at the wedding video.

    JIMMY
    Why aren’t you answering your phone?

    MICHAEL
    (mumbling drunk)
    Kelly is pregnant, and she left hear crying yesterday after we had an argument.

(CONTINUED)
JIMMY
That’s a good enough reason! So what now?

MICHAEL
We’re gonna have the baby, that’s what! I’m going to marry her! I just haven’t put myself together to give her call and make up.

JIMMY
Michael, you have to let go of Samantha! You need to move on with your life, and Kelly is perfect for you, and she loves you man!

Michael looks at Jimmy like he knows what he needs to do, but doesn’t say anything because he’s so drunk.

JIMMY (CONT’D)
Look at you! Your drunk as shit! Have you checked the server for the guys?

MICHAEL
No, the guys are fine, they always are! Nothing exciting ever fuckin happens!

Jimmy goes to the office and checks the mail.

OPERATION "Go Get Em"

Message Alerts.

JIMMY
We got mail!

Jimmy reads the e-mail after he clicks on it with his icon.

JIMMY (CONT’D)
(screaming)
Holly shit! Michael, Alqueada is looking for us!

MICHAEL (O.S.)
What?

JIMMY
Apparently, Alqueada is asking around about us in towns and what not. The message is right here! What are we gonna do?
MICHAEL
(laughing, mumbling, &
screaming)
We’re going to kill all them mother
fuckers! We’re going to snipper
their asses, for all those innocent
lives lost on 911.

Jimmy is typing away.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Jimmy come here, I gotta talk to
you, but first tell the guys not to
worry and to move forward!

JIMMY
I’m already doing that Michael.

Walks back to the living room.

JIMMY (CONT’D)
What do you want?

MICHAEL
Sit down right here in front of me!

Pointing to his center piece table, Jimmy sits down.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
You wanna be my best man for the
second time around or what!

JIMMY
(laughing)
Your asking me to be your best man
while your drunk?

MICHAEL
Yeah man! This means a lot to me!

JIMMY
Of course I’ll be your best man.

Michael grabs Jimmy hugging him and laughing happy shaking
his hand.

INT. - KELLY’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Kelly and Rachel sit in the living room of her apartment
talking about the situation.

(CONTINUED)
RACHEL
Don’t worry anymore! He’ll come around, Michael loves you Kelly!

KELLY
He hasn’t called me!

Looking at her cell phone worried.

RACHEL
Stop looking at your phone will ya!

KELLY
I guess your right! He’s probably upset at me for walking out on him. I’ve never walked out on him like I did. Do you think I was to harsh on him?

RACHEL
Maybe, he did go through a lot loosing his ex-wife Kelly. But at the same time, you needed to let him know that your serious!

KELLY
I’m going to call him.

Starting scroll down her contact list.

RACHEL
NO! Don’t you dare call him. Let him find himself, he’ll come to you on his own, trust me!

Kelly closes her cell phone frustrated!

KELLY
But I want to be with him. I haven’t spent time with him since he left to China a week and half ago.

RACHEL
Call him tomorrow, if you don’t hear from him, then apologize.

KELLY
Your probably right.
INT. - JIMMY SPENDS NIGHT - NIGHT

Michael is passed out and Jimmy spends the night. When he turns on the TV he notices that Michael was watching the wedding video.

He looks over to Michael as he gets sad himself. He watches the video where Michael left off while having a drink from the bottle that Michael was drinking.

INT. - CAVE - DAY

The men prepare their weapons loading them with clips. Packing knives, hand guns, radios, grenades, and several RPG’s.

EXT. - CAMP - DAY

The men are in the trucks loaded and ready to leave.

   RA SHAD
   These men will follow in camels just in case you need any help!

Ra shad’s men are on camels ready to go.

   CORMACK
   Thank you Ra shad, we’ll be back by dawn.

The men drive off to meet Mr. Ming’s men for delivery of the opium. The men in camels follow.

EXT. - EXCHANGE DROP OFF - DAY

The men see the Chinese men up head in a jeep.

INT. - FIRST TRUCK - DAY

   BORIS
   Let’s make this fast!

   CORMACK
   Yeah, let’s give them the trucks and we can jump in the jeep.

   BORIS
   They stand out like a sore thumb!

Looking at the China men.
EXT. - DIRT ROAD - DAY

They pull up to the Chinese men. They get out of the trucks!

CORMACK
Be careful driving to the boarder, we have information that Alqueada knows about the operation, so be alert!

CHINA MAN
Thank you! We will hurry and I will tell Mr. Ming.

The Chinese men jump in the trucks and the guys jump in the jeep and take off.

INT. - JEEP - DAY

YURI
That was easy!

JOHN
Easy, but very risky! Stay alert!

CORMACK
We did good guys! Can any of you see Ra shad’s men?

BORIS
I saw them when they pulled off, they should be right up ahead on that ridge line. I guess they figured they can keep an eye on us from up their.

EXT. - HILL TOP - DAY

Ra shad’s men are looking and waiting from the top of the hill.

INT. - JEEP - DAY

CORMACK
Yeah, I see them off to the right over their. Dam their good!

Pointing.
EXT. - HIJACKED - DAY

An air traveling shot from the top of the ridge line where Rashad’s men are posted, through the valley capturing the jeep with the men in it. Then continuing through the valley capturing the trucks traveling to the boarder with the Chinese men, and continuing up ahead to capture the terrorist plotting an attack on the trucks that the Chinese are driving. The shot swerves through the canyon valley.

INT. - MR. MING’S HOME - NIGHT

One of the men got away from the attack injured.

The man has arrived at Mr. Ming’s home. Knocks on the door. Speaking Chinese.

CHINA MAN
(hurting from the gun shot wound)
Boss, the convoy was attacked before we could get to the boarder, everyone is dead and they took the opium.

Blood coming out of the side of his mouth.

MR. MING
Come inside quickly! Who did this?

CHINA MAN
The Americans warned us of terrorist. Al-Qaeda organization knows of our operation. They warned we should be careful.

Mr. Ming is mad at this. As his maid attends to the China Man’s wound providing first aid.

INT. - MR. MING’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Mr. Ming’s office in his home.

MR. MING
Hello Michael!
INT. - CONDO - DAY

Caller I.D. informs Michael it’s an international call.

MICHAEL
Mr. Ming how are you?

It’s morning now and Michael just woke up from a bad hang over! He notices Jimmy is passed out sleeping on the coach.

INT. - MR. MING OFFICE - NIGHT

MR. MING
Not to well Michael. Our convoy was attacked by terrorist right before my men could get to the boarder. One of my men made it out alive, the are dead. Who is going to pay for this Michael? I was afraid this might happen!

Speaking with disappointment but not yelling.

INT. - CONDO - DAY

MICHAEL
Terrorist? First let’s find out what went wrong! And don’t worry about the money for now, we can always make it back. I’m the one that told them to move forward!

Shacking Jimmy to wake up while on the phone and then walking to his office.

MR. MING (FILTERED)
So this was your decision to move forward?

MICHAEL
Yes it was, we both knew their where risk involved.

MR. MING (FILTERED)
Your men let themselves be followed!

MICHAEL
(mad now raising his voice)
My men have been doing this for a year now, and I doubt they’d allow
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL (cont’d)
themselves to be followed. Let me
contact them, I will call you
later.

Scratching his head he wonders what to say next.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
I’m truly sorry about your men. And
Mr. Ming, let me tell you one
thing, don’t you ever again try to
implement that my organization is
at fault for your obligations and
commitment to the operation, do
you understand me?

MR. MING (FILTERED)
Please Michael don’t get mad. This
is just a bad situation for me, I
have to contact Europe now.

MICHAEL
Do that, and tell them we’ve had
misfortune this time around, it
happens! Explain to them what
happened! They’ll understand it’s
the risk we take in this business!
Got it?

MR. MING (FILTERED)
Yes! That is a good idea! Thank you
Michael.

MICHAEL
Talk to you soon.

JIMMY
What happen?

MICHAEL
Let’s get online and find out.
According to Mr. Ming the convoy
got attacked near the boarder after
the guys made the drop off. All his
men where killed except for one
that made it out alive. Let’s find
out if our guys are OK.

JIMMY
They probably won’t answer right
now! We’ll have to stand by.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Then we’re just gonna have to stand
buy Jimmy, I need to know if the
guys are alright!

Michael is worried and is walking back and forth thinking of
what to do. Jimmy gets on the computer.

JIMMY
I bet it was Alqueada!

Michael turns to Jimmy placing his hands on the desk.

MICHAEL
Why would Alqueada be involved?

JIMMY
You don’t remember last night do
you?

MICHAEL
OK, so I was a little fucked up,
tell me!

JIMMY
While you where sobbing and
drinking last night the guys sent
word that Alqueada knows about our
operation. Ra shad told them when
they arrived at the his camp. You
told me to have them move forward
with the the drop off Michael!

MICHAEL
(pissed off)
Fuck! Alright send word that I want
them to hold tight and that the
convoy was attacked. Shit! Fuck me,
man!

JIMMY
I think it’s time for us to get the
fuck out of their Michael!

MICHAEL
(yelling mad at Jimmy)
Are you crazy! We can’t just leave
now! What about Ra shad and Yuri,
and Mr. Ming’s commitment to this!
I can’t do that!
(CONTINUED) (4) 58.

JIMMY 
(yelling back at Michael)
Yes you fuckin can! Get our guys out of their! This whole thing was a crazy fucking idea anyways! I don’t want to be a part of this any more!

MICHAEL
What do you mean you want out? You mean to tell me that your willing to give up on your sister, my ex-wife!.. They killed her on 911 Jimmy, she died innocently in the towers along with all the other victims, in case you don’t remember! NO! I will not give up, and that son of a bitch is mine!

JIMMY
(screaming)
Don’t fuckin tell me that I’m giving up on Samantha. Lord knows that I want to avenge my sister’s death, but you also have to understand that you have the opportunity to start all over again, with Kelly! Samantha would want you to continue your life and grow a family! And this is holding you back! That’s the reality to all this!

Tossing papers off the desk referring to the operation.

MICHAEL
Your absolutely right! That’s why I need you to help me. I can’t find it within myself to move forward with Kelly without giving closer to Samantha’s death. And the only way that is going to happen is by killing Bin Ladin!

Screaming at first, but then calmly asking.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Six more months, just give me six more months! Look if in six months we haven’t got him, I give you my word, that I’ll pull the guys out! I just feel we’re getting closer!

Waiting on Jimmy to agree, but doesn’t.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL (CONT’D) (cont’d)
Think about it man! The fucker has just come to us! His people just attacked our convoy full of opium. I bet they thought it was weapons! All we have to do is set him up to attack us again!

JIMMY
What good is that gonna do?

MICHAEL
We can put a GPS tracking system under the truck and track him down! But in order for him to actually want to see the trucks, we would need to bait him with something of value. Something he’ll want to see for himself. Then we can take him out!

JIMMY
OK, I’m help you. But you have to give me your word!

MICHAEL
I do give you my word Jimmy.

JIMMY
This could actually work.

MICHAEL
Let’s think of plan to make this happen!

They both hesitate and look at each other for answers, when all of a sudden it dawns on Jimmy.

JIMMY
I know! Let’s put maps with fake co ordinances of American troop movements and some high tech computers to go along with it. We can also put a shit load of C-4 and anti aircraft shoulder fired weapons in the trucks along with a lot of ammunition, and claymore mines and grenades. This way when they take it to him we can shot the trucks and blow his ass up in case he gets near the trucks if we don’t have a clear shot.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Set it up! I’m going to get dressed, I have to go out for a few hours.

JIMMY
Where you going?

MICHAEL (O.S.)
I’m gonna see my mother, then, fix things with Kelly. I’ll bring you food! Call Maria to come clean and keep her out of the office.

JIMMY
The guys are going to be excited about this!

Jimmy gets on the computer and starts to go to work and plan, viewing maps of the region, putting it all together. While waiting on a reply from the men.

INT. - MOTHER’S INTUITION - DAY

Michael is at an elderly home where his mother lives. All the elderly are playing games and he doesn’t see his mother. So he walks outside to the center court yard where he finds her. She is picking flowers from her wheel chair all alone.

MICHAEL
Hello mother!

GAIL
Michael! Aren’t these flowers just beautiful?

Hand full. As she sees him and picks a few more very happy! Michael approaches and gives her kiss.

GAIL
Your father told me once that life is all about how you approach it! How you doing?

MICHAEL
I’m well mother, Kelly and I are going to be getting married and she’s pregnant.

GAIL
Oh dear God! I’m so happy for you Michael. How is Kelly? I haven’t

(MORE)
GAIL (cont’d)
seen her in a month or so, she usually comes buy and spends time with me.

MICHAEL
(amazed as he wasn’t aware)
Really? Mom, you never told me she comes to see you.

GAIL
She asks that I didn’t tell you! Michael, she loves you so much! After Samantha’s tragedy, I thought you’d never recover or find someone else. But Kelly has managed to capture your heart, and for that, I’m happy!

MICHAEL
Mom, I have a problem that I want to talk about.

GAIL
What’s the problem, you know I’ll give you my best advice?

MICHAEL
I can’t find myself letting go of Samantha, mean while I feel love for Kelly. It’s hard to explain, but I wanna have the baby and get married and all. But I just don’t know if I will fully come around for Kelly.

GAIL
You can only do one thing Michael. And that is to follow your Heart’s Beat.

MICHAEL
I’m not sure I understand what your trying to tell me mom.

GAIL
It’s easy Michael! Follow your Heart’s Beat for Samantha to give that relationship closer. And then follow your Heart’s Beat to embrace your love relationship for Kelly! Just follow your Heart’s Beat.
MICHAEL
Mom, you really just amaze me sometimes. You have the answers to everything. How are you feeling these days?

GAIL
I’m feeling strong, I eat well, I see movies with the girls, you know, I have fun hear.

Michael starts pushing his mother’s wheel chair to take her back inside as she’s very, very old.

MICHAEL
How about you come and live with me and Kelly. Now that you can have company at home with her, you can help her with the pregnancy and help her plan our wedding as well.

GAIL
If she’s going to be home, then I’m willing to come live with you. Otherwise I would rather stay here because I have company, you understand? I’m old Michael and I get lonely.

MICHAEL
Here’s what we’ll do. Let me move Kelly in first, this way you can say good bye to everyone as well. Then you can come a settle in.

GAIL
Oh, Michael! That makes me so happy, the nurse of course will have to come by on occasion.

MICHAEL
That’s fine mom! For right now I’m going to follow my Heart’s Beat! So I’m going to role you over hear with your friends because I have to run.

GAIL
That’s fine Michael, give me a big kiss! I love you very much! Remember Michael, always follow your Heart’s Beat! Give Kelly a big huge for me.
Michael gives her kiss.

EXT. - KELLY’S FRONT DOOR - DAY
Michael gets out of his car in the front of Kelly’s building and runs to her door step.

He rings the door bell. Rachel opens the door with a big smile on her face, happy he came to see Kelly.

RACHEL
Hi Michael.

MICHAEL
Hello Rachel.

Michael walks in the apartment with roses in hand.

KELLY
(smiling)
So I guess it’s time to make up?

MICHAEL
Yes it is baby!

Kelly runs and jumps, wrapping her legs around him kissing him relentlessly!

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
I love you so much! Will you forgive me?

KELLY
I forgive you!

Michael reaches in his pocket and drops to his knees. Kelly starts to cry joining Rachel as she looks at her.

MICHAEL
I couldn’t wait to get it out or even think of a better time. Will you marry me?

KELLY
(screaming of the excitement)
Yes! Yes, oh God YES! Of course, YES!

Jumping in place. They kiss as she jumps on him again.

(CONTINUED)
RACHEL
(sobbing of joy)
You guys are just to much for me to handle!

Rachel is crying from the joy in the background. Then they all smile.

EXT. - CAR - DAY

They are both happy listening to music on the way to the condo.

INT. - CONDO - DAY

Maria is cleaning the condo and they are eating.

JIMMY
Why did you guys buy Sushi?

KELLY
Because it’s good for Jimmy!

JIMMY
How is raw fish good for any one? You should be careful now, your eating for two now!... Congratulations by the way! Burger King, KFC, and Pizza Hut all down the street, and you guys bring me Sushi?

Drinking coke from eating some raw Sushi and wanting to get the taste out of his mouth.

JIMMY (CONT’D)
You know that little boy is gonna hang out with his uncle!

KELLY
That was so sweet of you to say Jimmy! Except the part where it’s going to be a little baby boy!

JIMMY
(laughing)
I want a little boy, as a matter of fact I’m gonna buy him his first football tomorrow!

Michael is laughing at both of them while stuffing his mouth.

(CONTINUED)
MARIA
(speaking half English due to her Spanish accent)
I’m finish, Jimmy! Pay me pleaze, sank you!

JIMMY
This isn’t my condo!

Trying to get away with it.

MARIA
No! Dis not your home, but it is your "regajero, hay dios mio" How you say it?... Mess, Yes! Your mess! Pay me pleaze!

JIMMY
OK you got me! How much Maria?

MICHAEL
Uh hundred bucks!

MARIA
Yes! One hundred dolares, sank you!

With her hand out giving Jimmy attitude.

JIMMY
You set me up didn’t you?

Kelly and Michael are laughing their buts off! Then Maria leaves after Jimmy reaches in his pocket and pays her.

MICHAEL
Yeah I did, this way you’ll think twice about leaving a mess behind.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Now that she’s gone we can finally speak freely! Did you hear from the guys yet?

JIMMY
Why did just insinuate that it’s my fault Maria was here cleaning? I would have eventually picked up my mess! And no the guys haven’t responded yet!

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Yeah when?

KELLY
How are the guys doing?

The audience is shocked to realize that she is aware of the operation, they thought she didn’t know.

JIMMY
Our last convoy got attacked and Mr. Ming lost his load.

KELLY
Oh my God, are you serious? Are the guys OK?

MICHAEL
It was Mr. Ming’s men that got killed and ambushed almost crossing the border, he lost some men and one made it out alive. We’re hoping the guys are fine.

KELLY
So what now? I mean what are we gonna do?

JIMMY
We have information that it was Alquada. So we came up with plan to have them attack us again, so we can track them down with a GPS system.

KELLY
Alqueada! You need help Jimmy?

JIMMY
Yeah, if you care too!

MICHAEL
Let’s go to work!

Jimmy leaves to the office to continue planning the set up. At the same time Kelly holds Michael back to talk in private for a moment.

KELLY
Michael, I want you to know that the reason I want you to finish this, is because I want you to have full closer with Samantha. That’s (MORE)

(CONTINUED)
KELLY (cont’d)
why I have supported you through
all this. So if I can help, so be
it. Plus I feel real bad for Jimmy
too, being that Samantha was his
sister. I just want you to know
that!

MICHAEL
I know this honey! That’s why I
felt so bad the other night. C’mon,
let’s get to work and finish this,
so we can move on with our lives!

They kiss and go to the office.

MICHAEL (cont’d)
Our guys are here at Ra shad’s
camp, the terrorist camps that we
have intel from are here and here.
The route we take is this one here.
The convoy was attacked around
here.

Pointing to a map that he pulled down from the ceiling.

JIMMY
So they’re likely to attack again
but not in the same place.

KELLY
Also, who is willing to get caught,
not to mention drive the trucks?

MICHAEL
I’ve already thought about all
that! What we’re gonna do is have
two trucks! So Cormack and Boris
will drive the trucks. I have a
plan so they don’t get caught.
I’ll be following the trucks with
Ra shad and his men.

KELLY
(worried)
Your going?

MICHAEL
I have to go honey, don’t worry
I’ll be safe. Besides, for this
plan we’ll have communication
through an international phone.

(MORE)
MICHAEL (cont’d)
You and Jimmy will be here in case we need anything.

JIMMY
Oh shit! They’re online.

MICHAEL
Send em a message. Let em know that we’re here!

All three of them look at the computer for the inbound e-mail from the men.

INT. - CAVE - NIGHT

The men are all together wondering what is next for them. They are all sitting down talking when..

DOOLEY
Shit! Check this out guys! The convoy got attacked yesterday by the terrorist after we made the drop off.

They all rush to read the e-mail.

CORMACK
Holly shit! I can’t believe it!

BORIS
I’ll get Ra shad!

Leaves the cave running.

CORMACK
Write back and tell him that we’re all alive and OK! Ask him what he wants us to do!

Dooley types away.

DOOLEY
Well, he’s telling us to hold tight. Let’s see! He’s online right!

JOHN
(very calmly)
We’re fucked!

Eating an apple cutting it with his knife.
JOHN (CONT’D)
I think we should go back and hang out with Rashad, I was having a good time with that belly dancer! Man she’s hot for me!

YURI
Did you see the one I was with?

CORMACK
Can you guys just concentrate for a moment.

YURI
Concentrate! That’s exactly what we’re doing!

Laughing, giving John a high five!

JOHN
What’s done is done! We delivered! And we warned their asses too!

CORMACK
That’s not the point Johny!

Yuri and John continue to talk about the girls.

INT. - CONDO - DAY
They finally get word!

JIMMY
They’re OK!

KELLY
Thank God!

MICHAEL
OK, tell them that I want them to hold tight and not move until further notice! Let them know that we are putting a plan together! Also, let them know we will meet in Beijing in a week! We’ll notify them of the date to meet in Mr. Ming’s house.

Jimmy types away.

(CONTINUED)
KELLY
They are probably cursing you out
Michael for this one!

MICHAEL
Why do you say that?

JIMMY
In the middle of no ware with
nothing to do. I would!

INT. - CAVE - NIGHT

DOOLEY
He wants us to meet in a week at
Mr. Ming’s house! He’s instructed
us to hold tight until further
notice with a meet date!

JOHN
(screaming of joy)
Let’s go party Yuri! Michael, I
love you! Yeah! Alright!

Laughing their asses off and getting up.

YURI
See you guys later!

CORMACK
Don’t get lost.

Ra shad walks in as John and Yuri where walking out, so they
turned around since Ra shad is the man they need.

RA SHAD
(serious)
Boris tells me our friends where
attacked.

CORMACK
Yes, after we met with them.

RASH AD
What does Michael want to do?

DOOLEY
Come see for yourself! He wants us
to meet up with him in a week at
Mr. Ming’s house.

(CONTINUED)
Ra shad sees the technology they have and is impressed. Dooley is typing a message back saying that they acknowledge.

RA SHAD
This is impressive! So what are you men going to do?

CORMACK
We are going to wait, that’s all we can do!

RA SHAD
(laughing and touching his beard)
Wrong answer! We celebrate for one week! Follow me!

John and Yuri get excited and start screaming!

EXT. - CAMP - NIGHT

Walking back to the tent.

JOHN
Ra shad, that one girl that was with me! She’s very pretty!

RA SHAD
(laughing)
Oh yes! She’s one of many daughters I have! She is yours now! Never married.

Laughing and grabbing John hugging him as though he is now a son of his own. John laughs.

YURI
(laughing)
How many daughters do you have?

RA SHAD
I have thirty four daughters and sixteen wives!
The rule is this. Once you claim the women she is yours to keep, but you can not give her away, she will always be yours! Especially one of my daughters! So do you still want my daughter?
JOHN
Yes, I do want your daughter!

RA SHAD
John, you are serious, yes?

JOHN
Hell yeah I’m serious!

RA SHAD
(serious but yet laughing)
OK, you have claimed her, she is now yours! You are now my son-in-law. We will celebrate your marriage!

JOHN
(laughing and happy)
Yeah, let’s celebrate my marriage!

YURI
Congratulations man, your getting married! Can I be your son-in-law too Ra shad?

Still walking from the cave to his tent. Cormack, Dooley, and Boris stayed behind!

RA SHAD
Are you willing to be John’s brother?

YURI
Why not!

RA SHAD
Pick yourself one of my daughters as well, we will celebrate for two marriages!

They all have an understanding and head towards the tent laughing.

INT. - CONDO - DAY

Kelly and Michael are looking at pictures the men took of the terrorist camps marking them with red markers. Jimmy is printing and posting the pictures on a billboard.

Message alerts: We acknowledge, standing by.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: (2)

JIMMY
OK, we’re good to go. They got our message.

MICHAEL
Good! Babe, hand me that map please!

Kelly hands Michael a map.

They continue to work on setting up a list and plan of everything they’ll need for the set up.

INT. - TENT - NIGHT

Ra shad enters the tent with John and Yuri. Girls are belly dancing and people just eating away having a fun time. Music is also playing.

ABIA is looking at John and walking towards him belly dancing.

RA SHAD
(speaking in Arabic)
Announcement, everyone quite please!

Music stops and everyone gets quite. John and Yuri are wondering what is going on.

RA SHAD (CONT’D)
John here, has claimed Abia. I honor his claim! We celebrate their marriage as Abia excepts, yes?

ABIA
(speaking Arabic and smiling)
I honor my fathers choice of marriage for me.

Everyone jumps up and starts celebrating happy of the decision. Abia grabs John’s hand and takes him to lay down on some pillow bedding. Rubbing his back and belly dance for him.

RA SHAD
Quite please! I have another announcement to make. Yuri has claimed JANA, and I honor his claim as well! We celebrate two marriages as Jana excepts, yes?

(CONTINUED)
JANA
(hysterically happy)
I too honor my father's choice of marriage for me!

Jana wasn't expecting to be chosen for marriage and started jumping with the other belly dancers. Then she did the same and grabbed Yuri by his hands and sat him down next to John.

JOHN
I'm never leaving this place!

YURI
We're getting married my friend!

They toast, they're happy and laugh as this is just a crazy decision but they don't care. They party into the night.

Ra shad sits next to them.

RA SHAD
Welcome to my family! The girls like you, other wise they would not honor my choice for marriage.

JOHN
I like her very much!

John gets up with a bottle of wine in hand to make a toast! He gestures with his hands for Ra shad to please get up, to translate for him.

RA SHAD
Quite please! John has an announcement!

JOHN
Thank you very much for honoring me to marry Abia. I honor her purity and commitment as my wife. My word is that she'll forever be a happy women serving me as her husband! Ra shad, how was that for starts?

With his wine bottle up in the air.

RA SHAD
(laughing with joy)
Perfect my son!

YURI
Ra shad, I say the same!
RA SHAD (CONT’D)

He translates to his people and they go crazy screaming and and playing music. The girls grab the guys and throw them down kissing them happy and then continue to belly dance.

INT. - CAVE - NIGHT

CORMACK
I need a drink!

BORIS
I’m with you on that!

Cormack and Boris decide they’re going to join the party. Dooley stays behind to write his wife a letter.

BORIS (cont’d)
Since your writing a letter, do you mind staying here with the equipment? We’re gonna join the party.

DOOLEY
Go ahead! I’m fine, I just haven’t wrote to Sara in awhile.

Laying down in his sleeping bag with a note pad in hand next to the fire in the center of the cave. The men leave.

CORMACK
Sleep tight my man, see you tomorrow.

DOOLEY
Have fun!

INT. - MIAMI AIRPORT - NIGHT

Michael, Jimmy, and Kelly walking through the airport.

MICHAEL
So tell me Kelly. What are you guys gonna do?

KELLY
We already went over this Michael.
Do we havta do it again?

( CONTINUED )
MICHAEL
Yes. Now c’mon tell me. I wanna make sure that you guys know what to do.

JIMMY
He’s persistent! And horrible!

KELLY
OK! Jimmy and I order take out, we can’t leave the house for any reason. One of us has to be by the computer at all times. Keep the international phone constantly charged. Call Mr. Ming and let him know your on the way. Send word to the guys to meet in at Mr. Ming’s house. Keep an eye on the news, CNN and FOX news channel.

MICHAEL
Perfect! We’re hear! Jimmy take care of her for me.

JIMMY
She’s like a sister to me man, of course! Have a safe trip and call us once you land.

KELLY
Be careful baby! I love you so much. I’m gonna miss you!

They kiss and hug.

MICHAEL
I love you too! Bye! I’ll call you guys.

Walking into the terminal with his luggage. Kelly cries.

KELLY
(sobbing for Michael)
Jimmy, I hope he makes it back.

JIMMY
Stop crying! He’ll be fine, watch and see. Are you for craving ice cream yet? Or is it to early for cravings?
KELLY  
(crying but laughing at Jimmy)  
What kind of ice cream?

JIMMY  
C’mon, let’s go stuff you fat for Michael! I know this place in South Beach.

They start to walk out of the airport.

KELLY  
 stil crying  
You really think I’ll gain weight?

Whipping her tears with her sweater’s sleeve.

JIMMY  
Yup, a whole lot. Especially while hanging out with me. I eat like a pig! Don’t you see I’m fat! Why do you think Michael doesn’t allow me to go on these missions. Cause I can’t keep up, that’s why!

KELLY  
(smiling now)  
Shut up! I’m not gonna to get fat!

Smacking him on his shoulder.

KELLY (CONT’D)  
(smiling)  
So what kinda ice cream we talking bout? Your buying by the way!

JIMMY  
They have a huge selection! Your gonna love this place! I call it fat man’s paradise.

EXT. - ICE CREAM SHOP - NIGHT  
Sitting outside at a table on Ocean Drive.

KELLY  
You weren’t kidding about this place! This is delicious!

JIMMY  
Told you so! I come hear at least three times a week.
KELLY
I noticed they know you already!
Jimmy, your so funny! So tell me.

JIMMY
Tell you what, don’t you see I’m stuffing my face over hear.

They both laugh as they are pigging out.

JIMMY (CONT’D)
(laughing)
Cravings! No seriously, what?

KELLY
Your sister? How was she?

JIMMY
I’m glad you asked! Because you have to understand that my sister wasn’t your regular girl. She was very special. You know... conservative, well kepted, organized, responsible, and beautiful at that! Just like you! Kelly, you have to understand my sister and Michael had a very big bond together, stronger than anything I’ve ever seen! I see that same bond between you and him, and it scares me to tell you the truth!

KELLY
Why does it scare you?

JIMMY
Well because I don’t want anything bad to happen this time around, I’ve adopted you like my sister you know? She was a very big lost for both Michael and me!

JIMMY (CONT’D)
Don’t you see that your the one that has brought light to us once again? That’s how you gained Michael’s love and my respect!

KELLY
Thank you Jimmy! Michael never put to me that way.

(CONTINUED)
JIMMY
Maybe because he thought it would hurt you Kelly! You don’t ever want to hurt something or someone you love.

KELLY
Your such a good friend! The ice cream was great. Let’s go watch a movie over some popcorn at the condo!

JIMMY
That reases peanut butter ice cream was good. I’m gonna order another one to go for later.

KELLY
OK, I’ll wait here!

Kelly wonders to herself and smiles as she is now noticing that Michael is a very good man.

EXT. - BEIJING AIRPORT - DAY
Air plain is landing.

INT. - MR. MING’S HOUSE - DAY
All the men are at Mr. Ming’s house waiting on Michael. Mr. Ming opens the door to Michael.

MICHAEL
Mr. Ming, hello!

MR. MING
Come in Michael.

MICHAEL
Have my men arrived?

Michael carries his luggage in the house and places them in the entrance.

MR. MING
They arrived about four hours ago, they’re in my living room relaxing.

They walk to the living room together.

(CONTINUED)
BORIS
Their he is! How are you my friend?

MICHAEL
I’m well, how bout you guys?

JOHN
I got married Michael!

YURI
So did I!

CORMACK
Ra shad married them to his daughters!

MICHAEL
Well, congratulations! I’m getting married too! Kelly’s pregnant!

They all laugh as this is cool. May Lin was listening behind a curtain. She gets upset and runs off crying broken hearted.

DOOLEY
Man, I really need to go home to my wife!

MICHAEL
Where is Ra shad?

JOHN
You didn’t ask for him to come Michael! Besides, he’s better off taking care of our wives!

Laughing with Yuri as they are happy!

MR. MING
Please, let’s all have a seat!

MICHAEL
Thank you very much.

BORIS
So what’s the plan?

MICHAEL
First, I want to tell Mr. Ming that I will be paying you for the lost of the shipment. I gave the order for my men to move forward when I shouldn’t have!

(MORE)
Next, we will be moving out in one hour to Altay. Yuri here’s a list of everything that we need for this load. Cormack, here’s an international phone. You can use it to speak with Jimmy back home to wire transfer money for everything we need. Boris and Cormack, let’s find ourselves a hotel room near the northern border of Altay. We’ll wait there until Yuri’s men have everything we need, possibly a couple of days.

YURI
This list doesn’t make sense Michael! Are you sure you...

Michael cuts him off quickly.

MICHAEL
Yuri!

YURI
What?

MICHAEL
Can you get everything that’s on that list?

YURI
Yes of course!

MICHAEL
Good, I need everything that is on that list A.S.A.P., can you handle that for me?

YURI
No problem Michael.

MICHAEL
Let’s call two cabs, we’re moving. Cormack, work with Yuri on that list. And call Jimmy to wire transfer eight hundred thousand dollars to Mr. Ming’s account.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Mr. Ming, I hate to run like this, but we have a schedule to keep.

INT. - CABS - DAY
Quick shot of the cabs driving through a Chinese province or small town.

INT. - HOTEL ROOM - DAY
They’re going over all the plans.

BORIS
What’s on your mind?

MICHAEL
John and Dooley, here is some money. You guys go back and get Rashad and meet us right outside the boarder in three days... Yuri, three days is enough time right?

YURI
My men have everything already! Cormack is having Jimmy transfer the money. Delivery will be made tomorrow night.

MICHAEL
Make it two days! Tell Rashad to bring twenty of his best men and to arm them well! Bring me a Camel and cloths. And make sure your not followed! We can’t fuck this up!

CORMACK (O.S.)
Jimmy, transfer the money!

Talking on the international phone.

DOOLEY
Your coming with us?

MICHAEL
Yes I am.

The men get excited and motivated!

(CONTINUED)
JOHN
So what is the plan? You still haven’t told us!

MICHAEL
We’re gonna let ourselves get attacked by Alqueada! Tracking the trucks with a GPS satellite system to Bin Ladin, and hopefully take his ass out! You guys need to run.

DOOLEY
Let’s role Johnny!

John and Dooley leave on their trip to get Ra shad.

CORMACK
Michael, I have Kelly on the phone!

Tossing the phone to Michael.

MICHAEL
What’s up sugar?

KELLY (FILTERED)
You better come home soon! I love you!

MICHAEL
I’ll be there before you know it! I’m setting up with the guys over here, so can I call you later on tonight baby?

KELLY (FILTERED)
Call me bye!

MICHAEL
Talk to you later!

Hangs up and tosses the phone back to Cormack.

CORMACK
Money’s been transferred! We just have to wait on word from Yuri’s men.

BORIS
OK, so what now?

MICHAEL
We go over tactics! Boris you and Cormack will be driving the trucks, you guys are the bait!

(CONTINUED)
CORMACK
Finally some engagement, action,
fuck yeah! Let’s do it!

BORIS
My country men fought proudly! This
is for them. Explain the plan my
friend!

Michael pulls out his computer and starts to show them maps
of the region, pictures, ext.

MICHAEL
Alright! Here’s the deal. You guys
will be hear traveling west on this
trail....

Scene ends leaving the audience to wonder about the plan.

INT. - TENT CAMP - NIGHT
John and Dooley arrive at the camp to speak with Ra shad.

RA SHAD
(worried)
The rest of the men? Are they
alive?

Standing up noticing that it’s only John and Dooley.

JOHN
Ra shad, we need to move! Everyone
is OK. Michael has a plan, he’ll be
joining us on this one.

They all sit down. Abia sits next to her John.

RA SHAD
Yes, my son! What do you need!

DOOLEY
We need twenty of your best men! We
need to meet with Michael at the
boarder tomorrow, he asks that you
personally come as well.

Ra shad gets up and orders one of his men to organize.

RA SHAD
(speaking Arabic)
Fifty men, groups of ten, well
armed, immediately!

(CONTINUED)
RA SHAD’S GUARD
When do we leave?

RA SHAD
(speaking Arabic)
Early, before sunrise!

RA SHAD (cont’d)
He’ll have everyone prepared, we
leave before sunrise! Care to join
me for supper?

DOOLEY
Yes, we’ll join you for dinner!

RA SHAD
(speaking Arabic)
Abia your husband will need his
rest. Run to your mother, prepare
us supper my child!

ABIA
(speaking Arabic)
Yes father! Please tell John, I’m
happy to see him back!

RA SHAD
Abia says she is happy to see you
John. She went to cook supper for
us. Puff with me!

Ra shad passes the hose of a pipe in the center of his tent,
smoking, having them relax.

EXT. - CHINA & RUSSIAN BOARDER - NIGHT
Yuri’s men load the equipment and weapons on the trucks.

YURI
Let’s move! Hurry, we’re pressed
for time!

BORIS
If I should die, I ask that you
take care of Yuri for me!

Sitting in one of the trucks while everything is being
loaded.

MICHAEL
Your going to be fine Boris! But if
it makes you feel better and
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
Cormack walks up to the side of the truck to talk to Michael.

CORMACK
We’re moving out Michael!

MICHAEL
Good job! We’ll follow!

They all get in the two trucks and move out driving away.

EXT- CAMP - DAY

It’s early morning before sunrise and Ra shad’s men are ready for action. They’re joined outside of Ra shad’s tent ready to leave.

John and Dooley come to meet with Ra shad.

RA SHAD
Shall we walk to face death or triumph?

JOHN
My precious queen, good bye!

Turning to Abia saying good bye and giving her a kiss on the lips while holding her hands. Yuri says good bye too.

YURI
We’re ready, let’s go show them how superior.

They get on the camels disguised and leave. All the men follow Ra shad, John, and Yuri.

INT. - CONDO - NIGHT

KELLY
We’re packing a good punch! The weapons we bought gotta give them superior fire power, right?

JIMMY
Hell yeah, they’re gonna kick some ass! Boris and Cormack are crazy fuckers when it comes to this type shit.
KELLY
Pulling this off, is history the making!

KELLY (CONT’D)
Shit! I’m nervous for Michael.

JIMMY
Relax girl! They know how to handle themselves! They’re about eight hours away from the boarder, I got them right hear.

Tracking the men through the GPS satellite tracking system.

INT. - BOARDER LINK UP - NIGHT
Ra shad and Michael have met at the boarder. The men scrambling to load their weapons and going over the plans.

They all surround Michael. Michael has a map giving instructions.

MICHAEL
Ra shad, this is where I need your men, on top of the mountains on both sides. They’ll wait for our command to move.

CORMACK
I’ll drive the lead truck!

MICHAEL
Boris, you drive the second truck, keep a good fifty meters apart from each other. Remember, we’ll be half a mile behind you guys! So send word to us fast once you see some movement!
Let’s do it! Move!

Everyone is ready and they move. Michael and Ra shad get on camels.

RA SHAD
(speaking Arabic)
Up on the mountains, flowing the trucks! Move!

Ra shad’s men take off. Cormack and Boris drive off.
Michael and Ra shad are slowing moving forward traveling on camels with about ten other men.

M ichael
Cormack, radio check!

C o r mack (FILTERED)
Gotcha! Load and clear!

B or is (FILTERED)
I’m hear too!

M ichael
Yuri, Johny lock and load! You boys ready?

J ohn (FILTERED)
Fuck yeah we’re hot!

Ra shad’s men notice about twenty five terrorist preparing and hiding along side the roads. Three more pretending to have a flat tire on a car, placing their rifles in the truck of the car leaving it open.

This scene shows the terrorist putting weapons in the trunk of the car. Preparing and moving quickly.

R a shad’s Radio (FILTERED)
(speaking Arabic)
T errorist! They’re in one car fixing a tire. Twenty five! Tell the Americans to prepare for an attack!

(continued)
RA SHAD
My men say they see twenty five
terrorist changing a tire on the
road!

MICHAEL
Alright boys, we got em! They’re up
ahead changing a tire copy? Twenty
five of them!

Speaking into the radio.

CORMACK (FILTERED)
I can see them they’re about 300
meters in front of me! But I only
see three!

BORIS (FILTERED)
Copy!

JOHN (FILTERED)
We’re ready!

MICHAEL
Move! C’mon. That’s to many for
them to handle!

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
The rest are probably hiding, we’re
on our way!

Michael, Ra shad and the men move fast, adrenalin kicks in.

INT. - FIRST TRUCK - DAY

Cormack is driving and is now about fifty yards away from
the terrorist.

The terrorist open fire shooting Cormack through the window
as he’s about thirty yards away. All the terrorist come out
from hiding rushing the front truck.

CORMACK
I’m hit! I’m hit!

Screams over the radio.

Boris steps on it, he sees what’s going on. As he gets close
to the truck he breaks real fast and jumps out firing at the
terrorist relentlessly.

(Continued)
BORIS
(mad man)
Fuck you! You motherfuckers!

Cormack has managed to get out of the truck and has killed several terrorist, still shooting fighting for his life.

John burst out from the back of the second truck driving a four wheeler.

JOHN
(crazy gun ho and screaming)
Yeeah!... Cormaaack!

Then Yuri burst of the truck on a four wheeler as well. Turning around while firing his hand gun at the terrorist. Truly a stunt mans job!

YURI
(crazy mad man screaming)
Boris! Kill em all, kill em all!

Bullets flying hitting the ground, a battle ambush attack is in the making.

Yuri picks up his brother Boris. Boris continues to fire his machine gun killing several of them.

BORIS
How does that feel now, you motherfuckers!?

John picks up Cormack. But Aramco’s can hardly hold on, he’s injured and John has to slow down a little.

JOHN
Hold on! Don’t let go!

Boris notices this and jumps of the four wheeler providing cover. Yuri does a spectacular turn around and returns for his brother. Firing his machine gun that’s hung around his shoulder. He manages to pick up Boris!

YURI
Boris, no!

YURI(CONT’D)
Boris get on! Let’s go!

All four men are now on the four wheelers and manage to get away! Swerving up the dirt road while bullets fly buy, one grazes Boris in the leg.

(CONTINUED)
BORIS
(screams as he gets hit making him more mad)
Fuck!..... Aahhhhh!

Firing away until he ran out of bullets and then tosses the machine gun.

EXT. - DIRT ROAD - DAY
Riding the camels side by side to help the men.

RA SHAD’S RADIO (FILTERED)
(speaking Arabic)
Amazing! They fought their way out!
They’re alive! They’re alive!

Ra shad’s men report.

RA SHAD
Michael, they made it out alive!

RA SHAD’S RADIO (FILTERED)
Do you want us to attack?

RA SHAD
No, do not attack!

MICHAEL
(amazed and relieved)
They did?

They slow down and take breath while the men make it back! A couple of minutes pass, and the men arrive.

JOHN
(screaming)
Michael! Cormack is shot! Help me!

Saying this as he approaches Michael in the four wheeler, then jumping off to his buddy’s attention. They carry Cormack off the four wheeler onto the ground.

MICHAEL
Your gonna be alright!

Cormack is dieing in Michael’s hands.

CORMACK
We did good Michael.

Bleeding from his mouth and gunshot wound to the chest. Michael presses on the wound!

(CONTINUED)
CORMACK (CONT’D)
I got seven of them.

Spits out a bunch of blood.

CORMACK (CONT’D) (cont’d)
Take care my brother! I see light
Michael...

Cormack sees light as he looks up at Michael.

MICHAEL
(with tears in his eyes)
You did good Cormack, I’m get em,
don’t worry! I’ll get em!

Cormack tries to speak but can’t, spitting more blood.

MICHAEL (cont’d)
Don’t fight it Cormack!... My God
have mercy on your soul!

Cormack looks up at Michael and all the guys and dies.

RA SHAD
We go now to my land!

MICHAEL
Yes, OK!

Michael and John cover Cormack and place him on top of the
four wheeler! They leave.

EXT. - CAMP - DAY

The men stand on a green grassy hill where they buried
Cormack with a head stone that says his name. They all stay
quite standing around for a moment and then one by one they
walk away. Michael being the last one to leave.

INT. - CAVE - DAY

The men are all relaxing while Michael is on the
international phone with Jimmy and Kelly. Camp fire burning.

MICHAEL
Cormack is dead! We just buried
him...He got seven of them for us.

On the computer looking at the tracking of the truck.

(CONTINUED)
JIMMY (FILTERED)
Fuck, what went wrong?

MICHAEL
Their where to many of them!

JIMMY (FILTERED)
Kelly’s here, she wants to speak with you.

KELLY (FILTERED)
Michael, are you OK?

MICHAEL
Yeah, I’m OK honey. How you doing?

KELLY (FILTERED)
I’m OK, we’ve been tracking the truck Michael. It crossed into Pakistan. Are you going in after them?

MICHAEL
My gut feeling told me he was in Pakistan. Yes honey we’re going in after them. Listen, I love you very much. I’ll be home soon.

KELLY (FILTERED)
I miss and love you too! Here’s Jimmy!

JIMMY (FILTERED)
Michael, you their?

MICHAEL
I’m here! Listen keep an eye on the truck for us. We’re gonna get some rest over here and continue tomorrow, see where they lead!

JIMMY (FILTERED)
Sure thing Michael.

Michael hangs up the phone and asks..

MICHAEL
They went into Pakistan guys. Let’s move out early in the morning.

JOHN
Abia is waiting for me. Wake me up!

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Do me a favor John, tell Ra shad we are moving out in the morning into Pakistan.

JOHN
I’ll let em know!

John walks out of the cave.

BORIS
Those terrorist got so scared when John and Yuri jumped out of the trucks! They weren’t expecting that shit!

Cleaning his wound as he talks to Michael and Dooley.

DOOLEY
I couldn’t see anything from my position.

MICHAEL
Sleep tight ladies. I’m retiring for the night!

Dooley packs the camp fire with more wood and then does the same, tucks himself away in his sleeping bag.

EXT. - HOUSE -DAY

Sara walks outside her house down the steps to check her mailbox next to the sidewalk in front of house.

SARA
(smiles while talking to herself, tears in her eye)
He wrote! Thank you Dear Lord for keeping him safe!

She anxiously opens the letter while walking back. Sitting in a rocking chair on the front deck of her all American white picked fence home. American flag hangs proudly at the entrance.

She reads hearing Dooley’s voice in her mind as if he were present. She cries while reading it.

The letter says:

Dear Sara
Often thinking of our last moments together. Time without you is unbearable. Missing you dearly is ripping me to pieces. Little Sara must be getting bigger by the day. Give her a big kiss from daddy! I’m truly sorry that we couldn’t work things out. Realizing that you where right about me having an alcohol problem, I assure you that being away has taught me the values of my life. Coming home soon is out of the question for now, as I chose to do something right for a change. Please understand that my love for you is genuine and I miss you both very much.

Love,

Dooley

Sara cries.

EXT. - CAMP - DAY

The men load up and say good bye once again to their wives!

BORIS
How long before we cross into Pakistan?

RA SHAD
Half days travel.

As they are riding into the sunrise.

INT. - PAKISTAN - DAY

Shot of the trucks parked outside some caves deep in the mountain through binoculars. A terrorist camp.

Michael lays low...

MICHAEL
(whispering)
Set up the high profile lens camera and take some pictures.

DOOLEY
(whispering back)
Got it!

RA SHAD
I’ll take my men around to that hill over their Michael.

Michael, Ra shad and Boris over look the terrorist camp setting up a plan.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
That is a good idea Ra shad, wait for us to blow up the truck first before attacking. Do not attack until we blow up the trucks. Yuri and John will go with you!

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Let’s set up the machine gun Boris, and set yourself up with that missile RPG as well.

BORIS
This is it, I know he’s hear.

MICHAEL
Let’s hope so!

Looking into the binoculars he sees that one cave is heavily guarded, then turns and sees that there is about only forty terrorist.

He also notices that under a tent there’s a man with the computers that they had put in the trucks.

MICHAEL (cont’d)
Look at that tent over there.

BORIS
I see it, there’s a man working with the computers.

They are all set up now.

DOOLEY
Hey, that’s Hanif working with the computers.

Looking through the camera lens taking pictures.

MICHAEL
Who?

DOOLEY
(pissed whispering)
The guide we used a year ago to meet Ra shad on our first shipment! That little motherfucker, I should have killed him when I had the chance.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL
Well, here’s your chance!

Looking at Dooley and then looking into the lens.

DOOLEY
They’re probably using him cause he knows English. They have electricity running with those generators.

BORIS
Why didn’t you kill him before?

DOOLEY
Cause I’m a fuckin idiot, that’s why!

They crawl down a little to gather and talk.

MICHAEL
We’re gonna attack using the element of surprise!
Once Ra shad is in place, I want you Dooley to take the first shot. Killing Hanif with the other snipper rifle, scope him center mass!
Then we’ll give them a few minutes to see who comes out of the caves. If he comes out, take pictures Dooley. We want proof!
If he does come out, then Boris, you will blow up the truck with the RPG. Then take over with your machine gun!
Keep your heads low so they don’t see us. Got it!

BORIS
Got it!

DOOLEY
Yup!

They crawl back up to take another look. Michael looks through the scope of his rifle and sees that Ra shad is in place.

MICHAEL
Ra shad’s in place! Be careful not to shot any of his men by the way, this shit is gonna get nasty! Let’s do it.
DOOLEY
Your mine you little piss of shit!

Looking through his sniper scope. Michael has his eye on the cave while Boris is waiting for Michael to give him the word.

MICHAEL
Take the shot when your...

Bang! Bullet travels hitting Hanif blowing his head off! Michael couldn’t even finish giving the order.

DOOLEY
That’s for Cormack bitch! Got em!

The terrorist scramble not knowing what hit them or where it came from. Firing into the mountain side and screaming in Arabic.

Michael has his site on the cave, nothing yet. A few more seconds pass and a couple of terrorist come out of the cave, but not his target.

Michael notices that the terrorist are heading up the hill where they’re located.

MICHAEL
Their coming up the mountain side!

BORIS
Now?

Looking at Michael for the order. Michael instantly answers back.

MICHAEL
NOW!

Boris stand up reveals himself like an idiot, targets the truck in his sight and fires away. BOOM!

The truck blows up everything around it, debris falls from the sky. Smoke everywhere, truck burning. Michael turns his attention to the terrorist coming up the side of the mountain, BANG, BANG, he’s killing them.

BORIS
Holly shit, that was fuckin bad ass!

(CONTINUED)
DOOLEY
You got em for sure!

Debris still falling on them from the blast.

Ra shad’s men start firing down on the terrorist. The terrorist are firing back viciously.

Dooley notices a jeep, with a terrorist mounted on top with a machine gun firing away pull up to the front of the cave.

DOOLEY (cont’d)
Michael, the cave!

Michael grabs his rifle and looks, behold! Bin Ladin! standing at the entrance of the cave taking cover.

MICHAEL
It’s him! Take the fuckin pictures!

DOOLEY
Got em!

Picture after picture taken. Boris unloads with his machine gun.

BORIS
(mad man)
Fuck you! You motherfuckers!

The audience laughs as he reveals himself again as a gun ho crazy son of bitch saying the same thing he did before.

Bin Ladin comes out protected by his terrorist and looking up at Boris screaming going crazy fighting his men.

Dundun, Dundun, Dundun, Dundun,...Heart’s Beat. then Michael hears in his head his mother’s advice!

"Remember Michael, always follow your Heart’s Beat!"

Then a flash memory of the World Trade Center building crumbling down, inspires him to take the shot.

MICHAEL
(patientsly)
Samantha! This is for you!

BANG! Bullet travels and Bin Ladin looks directly into Michael’s sight facing death first hand. Bin Ladin takes it right in the head falling to the ground.
As he finished his shot taking out Bin Ladin, he takes a bullet in the leg from a terrorist that came up the hill side.

DOOLEY
Boris get down!

Michael pulls out a pistil and shoots a terrorist that is running towards them shooting.

Boris turns around to find that they’re being attacked by about ten terrorist. He fires away at them head on, just as suicidal as they are. Taking them head on in a fierce gun battle he gets all shot up.

MICHAEL
Boris! NO! UUUUUHHHHHH!

Firing away shooting along side Dooley killing more terrorist after seeing Boris die saving his life.

DOOLEY
(screaming)

John and Yuri come up riding, shooting with machine guns and killing the rest of the terrorist, helping Michael and Dooley.

Ra shad is at the bottom just murdering terrorist that are giving up, executing them!

The fight is over!

MICHAEL
Dooley, you alright?

DOOLEY
(amazed)
I don’t have a scratch!

Feeling himself down to see if he’s been shot or not.

JOHN
Michael you alright?

MICHAEL
Yeah man, help me up! Take me to Yuri.

Yuri cries with his brother in his hands on the ground!

(CONTINUED)
YURI

Why?

Looking up at Michael.

MICHAEL

He saved our lives! C’mon son.

Michael and Ra shad look at each other. Michael from the top of the hill and Ra shad from the bottom of the hill, they both fire away into the air with rifles in victory!

The men put Boris on top of a camel covered.

EXT. - BOTTOM OF THE HILL - DAY

Dooley takes pictures of Usama Bin Ladin dead!

Ra shad’s men fire their weapons in the air!

The men take pictures together! Then Michael stands over Bin Ladin’s body and says "you killed a lot of people on 911 you son of a bitch, and gave good Muslims around the World, a bad name".

They ride off leaving everything in ruins and burning!

This time riding into the sunset!

EXT. - CAMP - DAY

The men arrive to the camp. They are disguised with hoods and dressed liked Afghans. Abia and Jana think that Ra shad and Michael came back without them or that they died.

Then the men uncover their hoods as a surprise.

Everyone screams and starts jumping happy.

The men get off the camels and take their wives.

RA SHAD

(speaking in Arabic)

Victory!

Shooting off his rifle. Then everyone shoots off their rifles as well.
INT. - CAVE - NIGHT

Dooley is uploading the pictures and sending it to Jimmy!

MICHAEL
Jimmy, we did it! Dooley is sending the pictures right now. Put Kelly on the phone.

JIMMY (FILTERED)
(screaming)
Are you serious! They did it Kelly! Kelly, hurry it’s Michael, they did it!

KELLY (FILTERED)
Michael, are you OK? We got so worried after we couldn’t see the truck on the GPS anymore!

MICHAEL
That’s because we blew it up honey! I’m coming home!

KELLY (FILTERED)
I love you so, so, so much!

MICHAEL
I love you too sweet heart!

INT. - CONDO - DAY

In the office with all the computers, Jimmy turns off all the screens and looks at Kelly...

JIMMY
Let’s go little sister!

KELLY
Where we going?

JIMMY
Fat man’s paradise! We can send the pictures out after we indulge our selves.

KELLY
Now that!... sounds like a plan!
EXT. - ICE CREAM SHOP - DAY

Kelly and Jimmy smile away eating ice cream. Jimmy all of a sudden stops and touches his forehead.

    KELLY
    What’s wrong?

    JIMMY
    (laughing)
    I have a frickin brain freeze!
    UUHHH!

They look at each other and laugh away like brother and sister.

EXT. - CAMP - DAY

Ra shad, John and Abia, Yuri and Jana, and all of Ra shad’s people stand waving good bye as Michael and Dooley head home leaving on camel back.

INT. - NEWS ROOM - NIGHT

All major news channels report the victory and vengeance of those who died in 911. Announcing the death of Usama Bin Ladin. The F.B.I. will not release any information, but it is clear that it wasn’t the military. Rather independent individuals that send pictures to all major news channel networks all over the nation.

EXT. - TROOPS COMING HOME - DAY

Troops are packing and headed home from Iraq and Afghanistan in US Air force plains.

EXT. - HOUSE - DAY

A dog barks at Dooley wagging his tail through the screen door as he’s getting out of the cab.

Sara comes to the screen door from the dog barking when she notices Dooley. She runs out the door and rushes to her husband. Dooley drops his bags and catches her with a big hug, kissing each other.

    SARA
    (yelling happy)
    Sara, hurry it’s daddy!

(CONTINUED)
Little Sara comes out running happy to see her dad. Dooley catches her as well giving her kisses and a big hug.

LITTLE SARA
(also smiling)
Daddy, daddy, daddy! I missed you!

DOOLEY
It’s good to be home!

As he look at his directly in her eyes.
They walk inside the house, dog still barking.

EXT. - AIRPORTS - DAY
Families are being reunited in airports all over the nation.

EXT. - BAGHDAD - DAY
Iraqis celebrating in the streets of Baghdad to the end of a civil war and American military withdrawal.

EXT. - TIME SQUARE PARADE - NIGHT
A huge parade roles down the streets of time square celebrating the end of the war and the returning of our troops. Victory over terror!

EXT. - TOMB STONE - DAY
Michael visits his Samantha’s grave.
He kneels down placing roses by her tomb, which reads:

Samantha Justice
Forever Rich In Heart.

Michael has a moment with Samantha speaking to her.

MICHAEL
Samantha! For a long time I’ve held you in my heart. I’m hear to let you know that I’ve fallen in love with a wonderful women, we’re having a baby!

Hesitates, smiles, tears in his eyes.

(CONTINUED)
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
As hard as this was for me, I’ve managed to find peace with Kelly. I know that you’ll want me to continue my life... so I came to tell you, that I got em for you! I really got em good for you... Samantha sweaty. Now! You may rest in peace! May the Lord bless your soul!

Michael gets up and turns around, and their standing behind him, Kelly crying!

Kelly walks up to Samantha’s tomb and places one rose on top of the tomb stone with a note that reads:

May you rest in peace Samantha! I’ll take care of him for us!

Michael and Kelly turn around and leave. Walking off to live a long life together with Samantha’s blessing.

THE END!